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The factors that influence the formation of border ice on rivers are not completely

understood. Three previous investigations have identified some important variables.

However, these studies have resulted in considerably different empirical relationships for

predicting border ice growth" As a result, the transferability of these relationships to other

locations is questionable. The following study presents an analysis of these border ice

growth relationships and of a set of border ice growth data collected for this study.

The analysis of the existing border ice growth models required a considerable

amount of data. Detailed border ice growth and related measurements, as well as

extensive meteorological data, were obtained. A hydrologic routing model for winter

conditions was developed to compute average daily flows in the study area. A method

to approximate the velocity distribution across a partially ice covered channel was also

developed.

ABSTR.ACT'

The analysis of the ice growth data indicated that the main factors influencing

border ice growth in the study area are the heat loss and the velocity near the edge of the

ice cover. Sensitivity anaþsis performed on the border ice growth relationships revealed

that 1) a relationship developed by Michel et al. (1982) provided very good results in the

study arca,2) a relationship developed by Matousek (1984) did not predict border ice

with the same mechanisms as it forms in the study area; and 3) a modified version of the

moclel developed by Newbury (1968) provided reasonable results with simple parameters.

A new relationship, developed in the study, that uses the position of the ice edge and

degree-days of freezing to predict border ice growth, flãle very good results.
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The forrnation of ice on rivers can affect planning, clesign, ancl operation of

hydraulic structures during the winter season. Ice phenornena can greatly alter hyclraulic

conditions ancl can create significant problerns at water intakes and other hych'aulic

structures. The clevelopment of a smooth ice cover as ear'ly as possible in the winter

season can eliminate open water sections requirecl for the fonnation of frazil ice ancl othel

ice phenornena and can improve hyclraulic efficiency cluring the wintel (Tsang 1982,

Ashton 1986, Tsang 1988, Santeforcl 1990). Understanding the factors that affect the

growth of ice on rivers is essential for engineering in freezing clilnates.

Increasing cleveloprnent on northern lakes and rivers ancl the clesire for mole

efficient operatiotl of hyclraulic structures in freezing clirnates has increasecl the

lequirement of a better understancling of the forrnation of ice and ice phenornena.

Although a number of stuclies have been perforrnecl on the chalacteristics of various ice

phenomena, there is still a consiclerable amount of uncertainty with many of thern. One,

type of ice phenornena for which lirnitecl knowledge exists is border ice. Borclel ice is

surface ice that begins growing in lower velocity regions near flow bounclaries and

extends towalds the central portion of the channel. It plays a significant role in the

forlnation ancl development of an ice cover on many rivers. In spite of this fact, the

processes by which border ice fonns ancl the variables that affect these processes are not

cornpletely unclerstoocl.

1
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The lilnitecl amount of field data collected on borcler ice growth has macle analysis

of all the factors that affect its growth difficult. Previous investigations of borcler ice

growth by Newbury (1968), Michel etal. (1982), and Matousek (1984) have identifiecl

sorne itnportant variables, however, these studies resulted in considerably different

ernpirical relationships for border ice growth. Nevertheless, these relationships have been

widely accepted for borcler ice growth preclictions. The fact that these relationships were

developecl on rivers with different flow characteristics and frorn clifferent climatic regions

suggests a degree of uncertainty when using them on other locations. As a result, as with

rnany ernpirical relationships, tlansferability to other locations is questionable. Also, the

use of parameters that are not reaclily obtainable at different locations can affect the

practicality of the relationships.

Border ice is stationary ancl, as a result, is affected not only by atrnospheric

conditions but also directly or indirectly by other moving ice phenomena. Atrnospheric

conclitions must promote the formation of ice, but other ice phenornena can change

hydraulic conditions ancl interrupt ice formation or physically actcl to or subfiact froln the

border ice cover. The goal of this study is to obtain a better unclerstanding of the factors

that influence the growth of border ice on rivers. Influential parameters will be identifiecl

by evaluating existing borcler ice growth lelationships ancl observing ancl rnonitolirrg

borcler ice glowth and other related phenomena. Data collected from three sectiotls along

the Burntwood River near Thompson, Manitoba will be used in the stucly. This study will

concentrate prirnarily on the fonnation of bolcler'ice. The role that border ice plays in

the clevelopment of complete ice covers by phenornena such as ice bridging will not be
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included in this stucly. It is anticipatecl, however, that the knowleclge learned frorn this

study about border ice growth will aid in other stuclies of ice phenomena and will be

applicable to other locations.

The following chapters cliscuss the stucly area and the inforrnation and theory

required to perform the study as well as the results and conclusions obtainecl frorn the

analysis.

Chapter 2 clescribes the forrnation ancl cleveloprnent of ice phenomena on rivers.

This chapter provides an introcluction to ice formation on rivers ancl is essential for'

clefining many of the factors that can influence borcler ice growth. Chapter 3 presents a

review of the available iiterature on and related to ice growth. This chapter is followed

by a more cletailed description of borcler ice formation, inclucling a cliscussion of the

effects of channel hyclraulics on border ice forrnation, as well as a critical review of the

existing borcler ice glowth relationships. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the empirical

relationships that are usecl for estirnating the various heat loss cornponellts at the surface

of the water. Chapter 6 introcluces the border ice growth study. In this chapter, the stucly

area is describecl ancl data obtainecl fi'om borcler ice growth observations and

measuretnents are presentecl. Chapter 6 also presents ancl discusses the calculation of

some of the inputs required to apply the existing borcler ice growth relationships ancl

infioduces the scenalios usecl to analyze these models. Chpater 7 provides an analysis

and cliscussion of the ice growth data ancl ice phenornena presentecl in the previous

chapter and of the results obtainecl frorn the application of the border ice growth rnodels.

Chapter 7 also presents ancl cliscusses a new relationship that uses basic paraineters to



preclict borcler ice growth.

obtainecl from the analysis

border ice.

4

The final chapter, Chapter 8, presents a suûìmary of lesults

ancl provides some recornmenclatior-ls for futule stuclies on



The fonnation ancl clevelopment of ice phenomena on rivers can be influencecl by

atrnosphelic ancl hydraulic conditions as well as the geornetric configuration of the

channel and other ice phenornena. Understancling the clifferent types of ice ancl the

conditions uncler which they evolve, is essential when stuclying ice fonnation. The

following sections will cliscuss various aspects of ice formation ancl ice phenomena.

CF{APT'ER. 2

ICÐ PHENOMENA

2.0

The process of the formation of initial ice crystals in water is callecl nucleation.

Ashton (1986) indicates that for nucleation to occur, two irnportant variables must be

present: supercooled water and nucleation centres for crystallization. The rate ancl

regularity of nucleation is dependent on the type of nucleation cenffes present. As a

result, three processes of nucleation are considerecl reflecting the type of nucleation

cenfie. The three processes are hotnogeneous, heterogeneous, and seconclary nucleation

(Ashton, 1986).

Homogeneous nucleation involves the nucleation of ice crystals without external

or foreign nucleation centres present, ancl requires supercooling to about -40 "C (Tsang

1()82). Supercooling of this rnagnitude is unlikely in most rivers ancl as a result,

homogeneous nucleation is a negligible factor in natural ice growth on rivers.

Heterogeneous nucleation involves the nucleation of ice on foreign particles, eithel

organic or inorganic. Different types of palticles require supercooling to cliffelent

5
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tetnpelatures, callecl threshold temperatures, before they can act as nucleation cenffes.

Laboratory stuclies by Robert (1919) inclicated threshold temperatures of -1.1 ancl -0.9 "C

for clay pafiicles and Alder leaves, respectively. Tsang (1982), however, suggests that

air-bome dust particles cooled to subthresholcl ternperatures can act as nucleation cenffes

when they fall into water that is at or below the freezing point, but above the thresholcl

temperature.

In the presence of supercoolecl water, srnall particles resulting frorn the shearing

of collicling first ice pailicles can act as very effective nucleation centres, by the process

referrecl to as seconclæ'y nucleation. The threshold ternperature of ice nuclei is higher

than that of other particles and as a result, ice nucleation by seconclary nucleation has

been observecl at ternperatures less than 0.1 'C below the freezing point (Hanley, 1978).

2.1

Frazll ice consists of incliviclual ice crystals that forrn in supercooled sections of

rivers having sufficient turbulence to prevent the formation of a surface layer of ice. The

surface velocity defining sufficient turbulence has been quoted by Tsang (1982), to be 0.6

ln/s, and by Santeforct (1990), to be 0.5 m/s. Regatdless of the magnitucle, the surface

velocity must represent the conclition for which sufficient vefiical rnixing prevents thennal

stratification. Under natural conclitions, frazil ice will begin nucleating after supercooling

to only a few hunclreds of a degree below the freezing point (Tsang, 1982). Initial frazil

ice is usually present as tiny disks about 1 rrrrn in cliarnetel but has also been observecl

in the shape of tiny neeclles (Tsang, 1982, Ashton, 1986). The conditions requirecl to

Frazil trce



procluce the clifferent ftazll pafticles are not cornpletely understoocl,

frazil neeclles has been shown to require greater supercooling and

than required for the fonnation of frazil disks.

Figure 2.1 shows the forrnation ancl evolution of frazil ice as

(1982) and Santeforcl (1990). Frazll ice is shown forming when

0.05

Water
Temp no^

- 0.05

Water Surface

1

but the fonnation of

less turbulent water

T>00c

describecl by Tsang
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ll

Figure 2.1 Fonnation ancl evolution of frazll ice.

slightly supercooled. As long as the water remains supercooled, the frazll ice is in an

active state ancl will aclhere to most subrnerged objects in the water inclucling other'fi'azil

particles. As a result, fhe frazrl particles grow or become attached to objects such as

weeds, twigs, and hydraulic structures. After time, the fraztl particles will agglornerate
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into larger flocs that become mole resistant to turbulent effects and as a result, more

buoyant. These larger flocs then begin to float to the surface.

At the surface, frazil flocs, under the influence of atrnospheric conclitions, tnay

freeze together to fonn ice pans. After numerous collisions with each other and the edge

of border ice etc, ice pans rnay clevelop tulned up eclges ancl form pancake ice. Frazil

flocs can also clevelop into clense frazil slush which can accumulate to fonn slush ice

floes. These floes can become the rnajor component of ice cover formation on many

rivers.

2.2 Anchor {ce

Anchor ice is ice that forms on the bottom rnaterial of a river. Anchor ice fonns

by two main processes: underwater nucleation ancl frazil aclhesion (Tsang, 1952). Anchor

ice fonned by unclerwator nucleation involves the nucleation of ice directly on bottom

rnaterial. Sirnilarly, anchor ice folmed by frazll adhesion involves the attachlnent of

active frazll tce to bottom rnaterial. There are a number of theories to desclibe exactly

how the nucleation of ice on underwater objects occurs, but the prirnary factor is the

transfer of supercoolecl water to the bottom by turbulence. Supercoolecl water is also

required for frazll adhesion to occur. As a result, sufficient turbulence must be present

to transfer frazil laden, supercooled water to the bottorn rnaterial.

2.3 Eorden Ïce

Borcler ice is usually the first surface ice phenomenon observed on most rivels and
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sfleams allcl can be seen at the first onset of freezing weather. The initial fonnation of

borcler ice, as described by Tsang (1982), "occurs at the banks, where, because of

fluctuating water level, the bank is subject to perioclic cooling by air. When the bank

lnater'ial is cooled to a temperature below the thresholcl ternperature, ice will nucleate on

the bank", thus iltitiating the borcler ice cover.

The borcler ice cover will continue to clevelop along the banks where low velocity

ancl turbulence perrnit the fonnation of a thin layer of supercoolecl water at the surface.

When this supercoolecl layer reaches the temperature required for ice nucleation, the

fonnation of ice crystals and hence further extensiol.l of the initial border ice cover will

occur. The borcler ice cover will continue to grow and thicken as long as atmosphedc

conditions result in sufficient heat loss for ice formation and as long as surface

interruptions, such as waves and turbulence, do not clisrupt it.

Once initiated, the borcler ice cover grows by two mechanisms, thennal growth ancl

frazl\ accretion (Michel et al, 1982). Thennal growth involves the glowth by

crystalhzation at the ice edge and is the first rnechanisrn by which a borcler ice cover

begins to fonn. Frazll accretion is the adclition of frazll ice to the borcler ice cover and

does not occur until frazil ice is procluced. As a result, in sections of rivets and stlealns

that clo not experience the presençe of frazll ice, glowth of border ice by fiazil accretion

will not occur. On the other hand, sections that clo experience frazll ice phenomena rnay

experience growth by both mechanisrns.



2.4 Ðevelopment of an lce Cover on R.ivers

The growth and cleveloprnent of an ice cover on rivers occurs by two main

processes that can be referrecl to as static and dynamic (Matousek, 1984). The static

process refers prirnarily to growth by therrnal exchange ancl frazil accretioll and illcludes

border ice ancl other surface ice phenomena. The dynarnic process refers to the fonnation

of an ice cover by the evolution of frazil ice and involves the forrnation of frazil ice ancl

the development of slush ice and slush ice floes. In small to medium rivers ancl süearns,

the static process is the dorninant mode of ice cover formation. hi larger Livers, the ice

cover may form as a combination of static and dynarnic processes. Li any of the cases,

the ice cover will usually begin with border ice growth in the thermal mode.

As water temperature clrops to near 0 oC and supercooling occurs in some reaches

of the river, frazll ice, or skim ice in less turbulent dvers, rnay begin to form. Frazil ice

can result in the occurrence of a nurnber of ice phenomena. Frazll ice accumulations

under the border ice cover can block significantportions of the flow alea ancl cause water

levels to rise and hyclraulic conditions to change. The presence of frazil ice ancl

supercoolecl water can also result in the formation of anchor ice. If significant quantities

of anchor ice form, staging ancl a conesponcling backwater lnay result. Incleasecl water

levels can cause cracking ancl detaching of sections of the borcler ice cover, resulting in

floating ice that resernbles ice sheets.

The dynarnic ice cover is usually initiatecl at a constriction in the channel which

rnay be a physical feature of the river or a place where border ice has grown to a

sufficient width and stability. At this constriction, moving surface ice is weclgecl between

10
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the borclel ice and fi'eezes in place, fonning an ice briclge. The formation of an ice briclge

then initiates the progression of the ice cover upsffeam. The folmation and stability of

an ice bridge is governed by hyclraulic and atrnospheric conditions, as well as the ice

phenomena present.

Ice phenomena can affect the type of ice briclge and resulting ice cover that forrns.

A loose slush ice floe will converge ancl thicken as it is forced thr'ough a constriction ancl

as a result the clensity increases and velocity clecreases. At the same time, the surface of

the slush ice floe is becoming more exposecl to the atrnosphere and is affectecl rnore by

atmospheric heat loss. Further thickening ancl incleasing in the density of the slush ice,

combinecl with sufficient heat loss at the surface, Íray result in the fi'eezing of the surface

layer and the forrnation of an ice briclge. [f upstrearn conditions perrnit the fonnation of

sutface ice sheets, the ice sheets can be significant in the formation of an ice bliclge. As

with slush ice floes, ice sheets may becorne weclged between the borcler ice cover at a

constriction in the channel or may be forced into the borcler ice cover by wincl. If

atrnospheric conditions support the freezing of the ice sheet in place, an ice briclge rnay

form. Figure 2.2 illustrates how an ice bridge rnight form when ice sheets become loclged

between the border ice.

The hydraulic conclitions ale a very significant factor in the forrnation of an ice

briclge. High velocities rnay prevent the freezing of the surface layer of an ice floe to the

borcler ice cover. As a result, the bolcler ice cover may be eroclecl to allow the floe to

pa.ss or, the ice floe rnay sirnply be reshapecl as it passes through the constriction.

Hydraulics will also govern the type of ice covel that results. Upon the formation of the
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Figve 2.2 Ice bliclge formed by ice sheets.

ice briclge, surface ice will begin building up behincl the ice briclge ancl the ice cover will

begin progressing upsfeam forrning a juxtaposition ice cover. How the surface ice

combines to tnake up the ice cover is a function of the velocity. If velocitie,.; are low, a

relatively smooth ice cover will develop. However, if velocities are high, upstrearn ice

rnay be forced under downstream ice and ice sheets rnay be turnecl on encl, resulting in

a very rough and highly irregular ice surface, on both the top and unclerneath surfaces of

the ice cover. The phenornenon of ice piling up behind an ice briclge is illustrated in

Figule 2.3, which shows a cross-section and profile of a channel section having an ice

briclge.

l2

Border lce

Bank



Figure 2.3 Juxtaposition ice cover fonned behincl an ice briclge.

The attnosphelic heat loss selves two functions in the clevelopment of an ice

briclge; the first is in the fonnation ancl maintenance of a stable border ice cover ancl the

seconcl is in the final development of the ice bridge. The cleveloprnent of a borcler ice

cover capable of supporting an ice bridge is essential for ice cover formation on channels

that require ice bridges to initiate the progression of the ice cover upsneatn. Equally

important, in the case of ice briclge forrnation by ice sheets, is the strength and stability

of the ice sheets. Ultirnately, for the forrnation of an ice bridge, there must be sufficient

heat loss to fi'eeze the suface ice in place.

Wind can also be a factor in the formation of an ice briclge. Wind can act on

13
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surface ice and as a result can alter the direction or molnentarily speecl up or slow clown

surface ice floes. If the surface ice is in the forrn of ice sheets, the wincl rnay cause the

ice sheets to collicle with the borcler ice cover at locations where collisions do not usually

occur. If the ice sheets are large enough ancl the collision stops or slows the movement

of the ice sheet for long enough, the ice sheet rnay fteeze in place. The lesult is an ice

bridge fonning at a section of river that is not necessarily a constriction.

Although on many rivers ice bridges rnay develop at the same location every year,

the factors that influence and control the cleveloprnent ale not cornpletely undelstood.

This is evident by the limited literature on ice bridging phenomena. Many factors rnay

contribute to the cleveloprnent of an ice bliclge and studying the influences that these

factors have is essential to ur.ìclerstancling ice bridging phenomena. One of the factors that

plays a significant role in the development of an ice briclge is border ice. However, as

with ice briclging, the factors that influence the growth of borcler ice are not completely

unclerstood. Studying border ice growth will help to understa.nd the processes affecting

its growth and rnay also help in the study of ice briclging.



3.0

Ice formation phenornena and the clevelopment ancl progression of an ice cover on

rivers have been documented by a nurnber of authors. Some of these investigators are

Newbury (1968), Michel (1911), Michel et 41. (1982), Calkins ancl Gooch (1982), Tsang

(1982), Osterkarnp and Gosink (1982), Matousek (1984), Ashton (1986), and Santeforcl

( 1 ee0).

Newbury (1968) stuclied a number of ice forrnation processes on the Nelson River'

in northern Manitoba. His study incluclecl obseruations of a number of ice processes

throughout the winter. Some of the ernpirical relationships developed for ice fonnation

processes include borcler ice growth, ice thickening, and slush ice formation. The

relationship of the most concern for the present work is that of borcler ice growth.

Newbury conclucled that border ice growth was a function of the curnulative heat loss

from the water body ancl the concentration anci velocity of slush ice. Although considelecl

as rnajor factors influencing border ice growth, Newbury clicl not include slush ice velocity

and concentration in his regressiorl analysis. Instead, the effects of slush ice concentration

ancl velocity were correlated with the cross-sectional area of flow ancl the water surface

slope. The resulting relationship uses cumulative heat loss, closs-sectional area of flow,

ancl water surface slope to predict total borcler ice growth in a cross-section.

Michel et aI. (1982) stuclied the growth of borcler ice on the Ste. Anne River near
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the city of Quebec. They suggested that Newbury's parameters were not specific enough

to define the processes involved in the growth of borcler ice. The objective of the stucly

was therefore to examine more closely the factors that influence border ice growth.

Choosing new vat'iables, rneasurements of borcler ice growth were taken on the Ste. Anne

River near the city of Quebec. The results indicatecl that bolder ice growth was a

function of the heat loss rate, the concentration of frazil slush, and the surface velocity.

Calkins ancl Gooch (1982) stucliecl ice formation on the Ottauquechee Rivel near

the village of Quechee in Vennont. The main objective of the study was to gain a better'

understancling of ice jarn rnechanics but other ice processes, as well as hydrological ancl

tneteorological conclitions, were observed throughout the winter'. Calkins ( 1984) describes

the rnathematical model of the ice forrnation processes developecl for this study.

Tsang (1982) cornbined state of the art knowleclge of the formation of fi'azil and

anchor ice into a monograph. In this rnonograph, Tsang discusses many aspects of frazll

and anchor ice forrnation. He inclucles a cliscussion of thermal conditions required for the

formation of frazll ice as well as obseruations and theories of growth, evolution,

accumulation, transportation, and deposition of frazll ice.

Osterkarnp and Gosink (1982) discuss the founation and evolution of frazil ice

basecl on observations of frazll ice phenomena in Alaskan streams. The article also

ir-rcludes obseruations of borcler ice growth, anchol ice growth, and the occurrence of

cornplete freeze up of the river surface.

Matousek (1984) took a different approach to border ice growth. His approach

looks more closely at the conclitions requirecl for cornplete freeze up of a river suface.
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Using data obtainecl on rivers ancl canals in Czechoslovakia, Matousek de¡ived a

lelationship fol the condition of con-rplete freeze up of the water surface. The paltial ice

covor conciition, a lùnit of borcler ice growth, is derived as an intennecliate condition to

complete freeze up. Matousek conclucles, that when heat loss conditions ale insufficient

to cornpletely freeze up the water surface, the border ice cover will extencl fi'orn a flow

boundaly to a palticular point in the cross-sectiorl. This point iri the cross-section has a

flow velocity that prevents further extension of the border ice cover. This lirniting

velocity is a function of the heat loss rate, the wate temperatue, the wind speecl, ancl the

width of open water in the direction of the wincl.

Ashton (1986) incotporates issues relatecl to a number of ice processos on both

rivers and lakes into a textbook of ice engineering. This textbook cliscusses issues

inclucling ice physics, ice mechanics, thermal balance, ice hydraulics, ice rnodelling, ancl

ice control.

Santeforcl (1990) reviews the processes that leacl to the folrnation of livel ice

phenomena and the developrnent of river ice covers. The effect of different hyclraulic and

rneteorological conditions on the ice fonnation process ancl types of ice phenomena

present is describecl. The article also discusses the phenomena of frazil cleposition ancl

fr azll melarnorp hisrn.

3.t F{eat Exchange at the Water Surface

The various components of the heat exchange at the water surface have been

studiecl by many investigators, resulting in a consicler'able nulnber of ernpirical



relationships. Therefore, a problern exists in choosing the relationships that are

suitecl to the atrnospheric and physical conditions of a particular region ancl stucly.

Paily et al. (I974) prepared a cletailed repofi on the coÍnponents of heat fiansfer

at the wate surface. This report cliscusses a numbel of ernpirical relationships derivecl

by different investigators for the various heat ffansfer components. The report also

suggests the relationships that are most applicable to different situations. Tsang (1982)

in a monograph on fi'azil and anchor ice also cliscusses a number of ernpirical

relationships for estimating the components of heat loss.

Suckling and Hay (1916) cleveloped a solar radiation moclel to compute solar

ladiation on a horizontal plane at the e¿uth's surface under clear skies. This model

accounts for rnodifications to solar radiation caused by air-borne clust, gases, ancl water

vapou. Suckling and Hay (1911) expand on their previous model to inclucle cloud cover.

Shen and Chiang (1984) ancl Seaman (1990) have documented the ernpirical heat

transfer relationships that they used successfully in ice growth stuclies.

18
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3.2 F{ydraulics of Xce Covered Channels

There is a considerable amount of uncertainty in the determination of the hyclraulic

roughness of the under surface of an ice cover. The irregularity of the ice unclersulface

with changing attnospheric conditions and initial hydraulic conditions makes the

estilnation of the resulting roughness difficult. Changing hydraulic conditions can also

interrupt ancl alter the ice formatior-l process. Some of the investigators who have

aclclressecl the various issues of ice hyclraulics are Chow (1959), Larsen (1969), Uzuner
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(1975), Burrell and Davar (1980), Calkins et al. (1980), Chee ancl Haggog (1980), Gerard

(1980), Tsang (1980), Ashton (1986), ancl Shen ancl Yapa (1986).

Chow (1959) discusses the hydraulics of ice covered rivers and a nurnbel of

theories used to rnodify existing hydlaulic equations for application undel ice conclitions.

Sorne roughness values for channels with various types of ice covers are given.

Larsen ( 1969) cleveloped a rnethod for cleterrnining the roughness height using Von

Kánnán Prandtl velocity distributions. If the vertical velocity clistribution is known at a

section, the roughness height and hence the Manning's roughness coefficient can be

calculated. It is irnportant that the velocity follows a logarithrnic clistribution to apply this

technique; therefore it rnay not be appropriate for all situations.

Uzuner (1975) reviewed ancl evaluatecl the available techniques for computing the

composite roughness of ice covered streams. After cornparison of the existing techniques,

Uzuner concluded that rnethocls proposect by P. A. Larsen and S. Hancu were the rnost

complete ancl rigolous. However, the Belokan-Sabaneev equation, a sirnpler lelationship,

gave acceptable results. Ashton (1986) suggested that the Belokan-Sabaneev equation

would be valid for conclitions of large canals ancl rivers, although, Calkins et al. (1980)

obtained reasonable results on shallow streams as well. Witherspoon (1980) ancl Shen

ancl Yapa (1984) also obtained acceptable results with the Belokan-Sabaneev equation.

Bunell ancl Davar (1980) stuclied the conveyance capacity of the Nashwaak River.

in New Brunswick. The investigation consistecl of winter field rneasuremonts of ice

growth ancl a number of cross-sectional properties. One of the conclusions of the stucly

was that, for river ice investigations, changing cross-sectional ploperties resulting frorn
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ice phenornena are equally as irrportant as increased hydraulic resistance resulting fi'orn

the ice cover.

Chee ancl Haggog (1980) used laboratory experiments to investigate the roughness

of the undersutfaoe of ice. They variecl the height ancl spacing of roughness elements in

order to exatnine the effect of skin and form roughness on the overall uncler cover

resistance. A lelationship for the computation of uncler ice cover roughness is given.

Gerarcl (1980) cliscusses flow funclamentals in ice covered channels. He

acknowledges the effects ancl significance of seconclary curents in rivers ancl the

clifficulty in calculating their rnagnitude under ice conditions.

Tsang (1980) stucliecl changing hydraulic resistance characteristics of the

Beauharnois Canal causecl by the resistance of the ice cover as well as the presence of

frazil ice. His study indicated a rapid increase in hyclraulic resistance to a maximuln

lesistance beginning with the filst appearance of ice in the canal, followed by a slower'

decrease throughout the remaincler of the winter. His cliscussion revealecl that the reason

for the rnagnitucle of the initial roughness and varying hydraulic resistance throughout the

winter was not the result of the initial ice cover. He concluclecl that the roughness

cotnponent was influencecl primarily by the presence of frazil ice as both particles in the

open water and accurnulations undel the border ice and ice cover.

Ashton (1986) includes a section describing the hydraulics of ice covered rivers.

He discusses the estimation of the roughness of the under surface of the ice cover and the

calculation of a cornposite Manning's loughness coefficient for both subareas and

cornplete cross-sections. Field estirnates of the roughness of the bottorn surfaces of



different types of ice covers are also given.
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The phenornetlon of borcler ice was introduced in a previous chapter. The

mechanisms by which it forms and some of the factors known to influence its formation

were presentecl. The following sections will discuss in mole detail the growth of bolcler'

ice, the hyclraulics of ice covered dvers, ancl the existing border ice growth relationships.

EORÐER ICÐ F'ORMATTON ANÐ

EOR.DER TCE GR.OWT'F{ MODEX,S

CF{APT'ÐR. 4

4.8 T'heony of Eorder {ce Formation

In Chapter 2, it was inclicated that border ice can grow by two processes: theilnal

growth and frazil accretion. These processes can also be referred to as border ice growth

in waltn and cold water, respectively; where wann water will not plocluce frazil ice and

cold water will produce frazll ice. The process by which borcler ice grows in a particular

channel is lalgely clependent on the hydraulic charactelistics of the channel, in particulal,

the level of turbulence and vertical rnixing. In freezing clilnates during the winter seasoll,

the amount of turbulence ancl vertical rnixing in a section can usually be relatecl to the

telnperature clistribution. This is a lesult of the characteristics of water when it is cooled

fi'orn above 4 "C to 0 'C. At 4 "C, wafer is at its greatest density. Cooling of still water

below 4 "C, can result in therrnal stratification, where denser water at 4 "C will exist

below less dense watet at lower temperature. As a result, in the winter, it is possible to

have watet at 0 "C at the surface, increasing to 4 "C at the bottorn. Thermal stratification

22
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is irnportant, and is usecl to clescribe the formation of a number of ice phenomena.

In order for ice to begin to form, the conclitions required for nucleation rnust be

satisfied. As indicatecl previously, nucleation requires nucleation cenfies ancl water

supercooled to the threshold temperature of the nucleation cenffes. Different types of

nucleation centros require different amounts of supelcooling before nucleatiol.l is possible.

In nature, howevet, there are always nurnerous types of nucleatiol-r cenÍes ancl nucleation

occul's quite readily when fueezing tempel'atures are present (Ashton, 1986). In the case

of borcler ice, nucleation that results in an initial border ice cover ffìay occur when the

bulk ternperatule of the river is above the freezing point. In orcler for this to occur

supercoolecl water must be present in the regions that ice forms. Michel (1911) conclucles

that laminar flow present along the banks does not promote interrnixing either vertically

or horizontally. With no intermixing, temperature graclients will develop ancl supercooling

may result at the bank ancl at the water surface in the laminal region. Michel also

suggests that heat loss is greater from bank rnaterial ancl as a result, colcl bank material

can provide very effective nucleation centres. Tsang (1982) also inclicates the significance

of colder bank rnaterial for initial ice forrnation along the banks.

In rivers with low velocity and turbulence, temperature grac{ients may not be

significantly interruptecl and nucleation of ice may occur on a large portion of the water

sutface area. In these situations, a supercoolecl surface layer of water may clevelop ancl

the water surface may become coverecl very quickly by a combination of border ice ancl

skirn ice. The resulting ice cover will thicken ancl becorne mole stable as long as

atrnospheric conclitions promote sufficient heat loss. In rivers with larninar regions along
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the bank and turbulent regions in the main channel, an initiai border ice cover will grow

rapiclly in the laminar region until the edge of the ice cover reaches turbulent water. The

borcler ice cover does not necessalily stop growing when it reaches turbulent water, but

the rate of growth clecreases and becornes highly dependent on the atrnospheric heat loss,

the level of turbulence, and the ternperature of the water (Michel, ll)71).

In dvers that have high velocity ancl turbulence, temperature gradients clo not

develop in the lnain section of the channel ancl the entile depth of watel is cooled

simultaneously. A borcler ice cover will still fonn along the shore, but progression across

the entire channel by thennal growth does not usualiy occul', except uncler severe freezing

weather. When the water temperatule reaches 0 oC, ancl supercooling occurs, ltazll tce

rnaybeginfonning. If sufficientquantities of frazlTiceareformed,frazilrelatecl sulface

ice may clevelop. Frazll slush ice floes are a rnajor contributor to fur'ther extension of the

border ice cover in large rivers. The existence of slush ice at the eclge of the border ice

cover can increase heat loss and recluce the effects of turbulence (Newbury, 1968). The

net effect is the ability of the borcler ice covel to extend across regions of higher

turbulence by the process callecl frazil accretion.

The above cliscussion indicates the significance of turbulence on the folmation ancl

proglession of the borcler ice cover. In order to quantify the effects of turbulence on the

formation of ice, Santeford (1990) has used surface velocity to classify ice formation

modes into three categories: slow regirne, transitional regirne, and fast regime.

The slow regime is sirnilar to the laminar region that Michel (1911) clescribecl ancl

is characteristic of regions in a cross-section having a surface velocity less than
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approxilnately 0.15 rn/s. In this regime, a supercooled surface layer can easily clevelop.

This type of regirne is cornmonly found along the shore, but can also be characteristic of

cleep slow tnoving sections. Slow regirne characteristics along the shore leacl to the initial

formation of borcler ice. If slow regime characteristics exist in the main channel, skim

ice will form and lnay grow in lateral, upsffeam, ancl downstream clirections. In channels

with slow regirne characteristics, skim ice and border ice rnay grow quickly over the

water surface, fonning an initial ice cover in short periods of time.

The ûansitional regirne refers to sections with surface velocities from 0.15 to

0.5 rn/s. Rivers with these characteristics usually have slow regime chalacteristics along

the banks ancl t¡ansitional characteristics in the rnain channel. In the transitional regime,

the degree of vertical rnlring is low ancl thermally stratified layers may clevelop. Thelrnal

stratification usually consists of a supercooled surface layer above a non-freezing bottorn

layer. There is a srnall degree of vertical rnixing between the layers which lesults in a

slow clecrease in the mean water temperatute over the winter.

Ice cover formation in channels with transitional characteristics consists of rapicl

boldel ice folrnation in the slow regirne along the banks followed by rnuch slower borcler

ice growth upon enffy into the transitional legion. The reduction in ice growth rate is a

tesult of ice crystals at the eclge of the border ice being shearecl off by higher velocities.

Extension of the border ice cover into the transition regirne is clepenclent on the thickening

of the borcler ice cover and ice crystals at the edge of the ice coveï. As the ice cover

grows, the overall r'ate of heat transfer frorn the channel decreases because of a clecrease

in the open water surface area. This can result in the elimination or interruption of the



supercooled surface layer, reclucing the rate of ice growth. Further extension of

border ice cover is highly clepenclant on the atmospheric heat loss and the recluction

the mean water temperature.

The fast regitne refers to sections that have surface velocities exceeding 0.5 ln/s.

In sections with surface velocities exceecling 0.5 rn/s, sufficient vertical rnixing exists to

prevent thennal stratification. As a result, as the water surface is coolecl, the cold water

is transferred throughout the depth of the cross-section. The net result is the cooling of

the entire clepth of flow sirnultaneously. In fast regirne sections, initial ice growth is

usually border ice, but as in the transitional legime the rate of borcler ice growth is

recluced when it enters higher velocity regions. If a section is supercooled, frazil ice will

form throughout the depth. The development of frazil lelatecl surface ice phenotnena can

influence further extension of the borcler ice cover by frazll accretion. However, Michel

et al. (1982) found thatfrazll accretion does not occur when the surface velocity at the

edge of the borcler ice is greater than approxirnately I.2 nls.

The type of regirne can influence the processes responsible for the formation of

borcler ice. In the slow regitne ancl the lower end of the ffansitional regime, bolclel ice

fonnation is clepenclent prirnarily on heat loss. In the transitional regime, surface velocity

as well as heat loss become contlolling factors in the rate of border ice growth. In the

fast regitne, heat loss and the surface velocity are the main factors in border ice formation

until frazil ice is produced. When frazil ice is being proclucecl, it can become the

controlling factor in border ice growth.
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As the borcler ice cover grows across a channel, the hydraulic characteristics of

the channel continuously change. The undersurface of the ice cover acts as a flow

boundary in the same way as the bed of the river does ancl increases both the wetted

perirneter ancl the total channel flow resistance. The acldecl flow bounclary changes the

velocity clistribution ancl can also change the bed roughness of the channel (Ashton,

1986). As aresult, hydraulic characteristics of an ice covered channel can be cornpletely

clifferent frorn hyclraulic characteristics of an open channel at the same cross-section. This

can be cornplicatecl further when there is a partial ice cover because a section that is only

partially coverecl by ice will exhibit both open channel and ice covered hydraulic

characteristics. The following section cliscusses sorne hyclraulic chalacteristics that ale

irnportant when stuclying border ice growth on rivers.

The main clifference between open water conclitions ancl ice covered conditions is

that, because the ice cover acts as a flow bounclary, the maximum velocity does not occur

¿Ìt the surface when an ice cover is present. [n an ice covelecl channel the velocity 'àt"'à

section increases ftotn zero, at the bed and the unclelsurface of the ice cover, to a

maximum somewhere in between. The net effect is two flow zones with clifferent

roughness characteristics clividecl by a common maxilnurn velocity. Figure 4.1 shows an

exarnple velocity profile uncler an ice cover ancl a simple cross-section displaying the ice

and bed zones uncler a complete ice cover. When a crosjs-section is only partially coverecl

by ice, the velocity clisribution across the channel will consist of both ice covered profiles

and open channel profiles with a transitional zone neal the eclge of the ice cover. As a

Flydraulic Characteristics of Xce Covered Channels
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Figure 4.1 Velocity distribution and ice and bed flow zones uncler a complete ice cover.

tesult, as a border ice cover grows into the main channel, local turbulence effects can

develop at the edge of the border ice ancl rnay influence its growth.

Another irnportant hydraulic parameter that can be highly influential in ice coverecl

channels is secondary currents. A common phenomenon when fuazll ice is present in a

partially coverecl channel is the accumulation of frazil slush uncler the borcler ice cover.

Santeford (1990) clocumentecl that seconclau'y cu¡rents can transportfrazll slush frorn the

lnain channel to the zones uncler the border ice cover. Large accumulations of frazil slush

can block portions of the flow area and cause changes in the conveyance capacity of the

channel. The result can be altered velocity distributions ancl increasecl water. levels.
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Figules 4.2 and 4.3 show secondary circulation in a snaight section of a channel ancl in

the bend of a channel, respectively. The resulting slush ice accurnulations and watel level

increases in the sarne sections, when they are paltiatly coverecl by ice, may occul as

shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. If seconclary cufferÌts are significant, they

Frgure 4.2 Seconclary circulation in a

straight section of channel.

Waìer Surface

Figure 4.4 Slush ice accumulation under
the borcler ice cover and water level
increase in a straight section of channel.

v7
Figure
bend in

rnay also influence borcler ice glowth in a similar way that sulface velocity cloes.

However, eviclence of seconclary currents influencing border ice growth in this way has

not been documented. The rnagnitude of seconclary currents is clifficult to compute uncler

4.3 Secondary circulation at a
a channel.

¡¡:::. Or¡g¡nal Water Surface Level
---4-

Figure 4.5 Slush ice accumulations under
the border ice cover and water level
increase at a bend in a channel.
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open channel conclitions and becornes much more compticated near the edge of the borcler

ice, where there is a transition between open channel ancl ice covered flow.

4.2 Existing Forder lce Growth Models

As previously indicatecl, border ice growth has not been studied in great detail by

many investigators. The three main investigators identified in the litelature review are

Newbury (1968), Michel et al. (1982), ancl Matousek (1984). Some theoly on borcler ice

growth was also cliscussed by Michel (1971). This theory was later used by Svensson et

al. (1989) to clevelop a computer rnoclel for border ice growth on warfft water. The

investigations by Newbury, Michel et al. and Matousek have resultecl in three

relationships that have been widely accepted for bordel ice growth predictions. The

following sections will present ancl cliscuss these border ice growth relationships.

Newbury (1968), in a study of ice formation and relatecl phenomena on the Nelson

River in northern Manitoba, developecl an empirical relationship for borcler ice growth in

colcl water on rivers. Newbury's analysis indicated that border ice growth was highly

influencecl by the presence of slush ice adjacent to the border ice cover. The slush ice

influenced bolder ice growth in two ways: 1) it forrnecl a movir.lg blanket of ice that

influencecl the heat loss and hence, the rate of borcler ice glowth and 2) portions of slush

ice near the borcler ice could become attached to the borcler ice cover ancl retainecl as

border ice. Newbury inclicatecl that as the slush ice thickened the heat loss rate clecreasecl

and as a result, the rate of borcler ice growth decreasecl. Newbury also observed that the

border ice growth was influenced by channel geometry and flow conclitions. He founcl



that flow velocity controllecl

predicting total border ice

relationships

the rate at which slush

growth on a section,
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ice was retainecl as bolcler ice. Fol

Newbury proposed the following

m=

where

fo

(A . $r'

B

n

= V/idth of borcler ice (ft),

= Number of boundaries frorn which borcler ice can grow (For rnost

sections, n usually has a value of 2, indicating borcler ice glowth frorn

two banks. However, if a section consists of rnultiple channels with

sirnilar'flow conditions, the section can be treated as one channel with

more than two boundaries for borcler ice growth.),

Net heat loss (Btu),Õ-

ITì =

(4.r)

Adhesion parameter defining the portion of slush ice adjacent to the

borcler ice that remains as border ice,

A = Cross-sectional ¿uea of flow (ft2),

S = Water surface slope (fffi), ancl

a,b = Ernpirical coefficients from regression analysis.

(4.2)



In developing the above relationships, Newbury rnacle sevelal assurnptions:

l) the flow is unifonn,

2) the product of area ancl water surface slope is relatively constant

throughout the border ice growth period, and

3) the number of boundaries on which border ice can grow is known.

Michel et al. (1982) thought Newbury's parameters clid not clearly clefine the

valiables that influenced the growth of border ice. They clid, however, support Newbuly's

theories on border ice forrnation and agreecl that the concentration and velocity of frazil

slush ice were the main variables that influenced border ice growth. Taking these

variables into consideration, Michel et al. monitored border ice glowth on the St. Anne

River in the province of Quebec. By analyzing fihn sequences, frazil slush ice

concentration and velocity were cletermined. Reglession analysis of ice glowth clata

resulted in the following relationships for predicting incremental borcler ice growth on

colcl water'
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LW= R.^Õ
p.L

AÕ = K.AS

(4.3)

(4.4)
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where

A'W = The total wiclth of bolder ice (rn),

ÀÕ = The net heat loss (Kcal/rn2),

p = The clensity of water (1000 kg/rn3),

L = Latent heat of fusion of ice (80 Kcal/kg),

K = Heat exchange coefficient (kcal/[rn2 'C day]),

ÂS = Degree clays of freezing ("C clay),

(4.s)

JJ

R = The climensionless border ice growth number which relates

of borcler ice growth to a given heat loss rate,

N = Concentration of frazll ice (fraction),

Vs = Surface velocity of frazil ice at edge of border ice (rnls),

V. = Critical velocity of frazll adherence, clefining the rnaximum

(4.6)

for frazil adherence (1.2 rnls), and

Vr = Ratio of the surface velocity at the eclge of the bordel ice to tlie

critical velocity of frazll adherence.

the rate

velocity
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Matousek (1984) observecl borcler ice growth on rivers ancl canals in

Czechoslovakia. His rnethod of analysis considers border ice growth by sirnilar

mechanistns cliscussecl by Michel (I911), who concluclecl that border ice growth in warm

watet' is a function of water temperatue, heat loss rate, and surface velocity. However,

Michel clid not develop an actual relationship from this cliscussion. The clifference

between Matousek's relationships and Michel's cliscussion is that Matousek also considels

the surface effects causecl by wincl produced phenomena. Matousek's relationships for

border ice growth are

v = O -b'V, (4.i)i milTIrÐ rr3o

b=75

where

b = -0.() + 5.8 ln(B) if B > 15 m

ifB<15m

vs = AveLage vertical velocity beyond which bolcler ice will not exist

(tnls),

Q = Heat loss rate (Wrnz),

tv = Average vertical water tetnperature (oC),

B = Open width of water in dilection of wind (rn), ancl

(4.8)

(4.e)



4.3 Critique of Eorder Ice Growth Models

Vw = The velocity of the wincl (m/s).

The relationships can be diviclecl into two categories based on the process of

bolclel ice forrnation. The relationships developed by both Newbury and Michel et al. are

for borcler ice glowth on cold water ancl the relationship developecl by Matousek is

prirnarily for border ice growth on wann water.

Newbury's approach uses sirnple hyclraulic characteristics ancl assumes that border

ice grows equally on all bounclaries. This is not necessarily the case because border ice

may grow at clifferent rates on clifferent bounclaries ancl local effects can be highly

influential on the growth rate. Although local effects are not considerecl, the fact that the

rnodel uses average conditions ancl easily obtainable infolrnation, rnakes it applicable to

lnany practical situatiolis.

The moclel proposed by Michel et al. lequires knowledge of the velocity at the

eclge of the ice cover and the concentration of frazll tce on the water surface. The edge

velocities ancl frazil ice concenffations were cletermined by rneasuring surface ice flow

characteristics. This may or may not accurately clefine the actual characteristics because

the velocity at the surface rnay be lower than the velocity just below the surface of ice

and the surface concentration of ice rnay not represont the concentrations below the

surface. Also, the difficulty in detennining the edge velocities and fraztl ice

concentrations; rnay acld uncertainty in the results obtainecl frorn this lnodel.

Matousek's model relates border ice growth to a critical velocity. This velocity
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can be compared with the lateral velocity clistribution of a cross-section to determine the

extent to which borclel ice will progress from a boundary. This relationship includes the

effects of added surface turbulence that can result frorn wind. To apply Matousek's

lelationship the average veftical velocity distribution in the closs-section is requirecl. This

rnay rnake the relationship clifficult to apply on isolatecl locations.

As inclicated by the relationships presented, the approaches taken and palameters

consiclered in each of the stuclies are clifferent. The studies are also performecl on

clifferent rivers with cliffelent physical characteristics and from different clirnatic regions.

The results obtainecl for the various borcler ice growth studies rnay be influenced by local

factols that rnay result in discontinuities between models. This rnay tnean that the use

of the moclels in regions that are consiclerably clifferent from that for which they were

developecl rnay give unsatisfactory results. It is also important to consider the process by

whicli borcler ice forms on a particular channel in order to iclentify irnportant variables.

From literature ancl the results obtainecl frorn previous borcler ice growth stuclies,

irnportant variables fol border ice growth can be the heat loss rate, the surface velocity,

the water temperature, the presence of fraztl ice, and the wind speecl ancl clirection.



The heat loss at the water surface is a very irnportant factor in ice growth studies.

The rate at which heat is lost frorn a water bocly can detennine the types of ice

phenomena that develop ancl the rate at which ice will fonn. The following sections

introcluce the various components of heat fi'ansfer at the water surface and ernpirical

relationships that can be usecl to estirnate the corresponding magnitucle of these values.

The rnain heat ffansfer components at the surface of the water ale solar radiation,

long wave racliation, evaporation, concluction, and precipitation. The rnagnitucle of the

components is a function of atrnospheric parameters as well as the tirne of day and tirne

of year. Air ancl water temperatue, cloud cover, relative humidity, anci intensity of

precipitation are sorne of the variables that can influense the v¿uious components.

FTEAT T'RANSFER AT TFTE WATER STJRF'ACE

CFXAPT'ÐR. 5

5.0 Solar Radiation

Solal racliation is an irnportant component of the heat balance at the watel surface.

It is the recluction in the intensity of solar radiation at the onset of winter that pennits the

fonnation of ice on lakes and rivers. The intensity of solal radiation leceived at the top

of the attnosphere is a function of the time of day ancl the tirne of year'. As the solar

radiation passes through the earth's atmosphere, it can be absorbecl, scattered, reflectecl,

ancl refiactecl by clouds, dust, water vapour, and gases. As a result, the intensity of solar

radiatioll leceived at the eailh's surface is also a function of atrnospheric conclitions. The
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pol'tion of solar racliation that reaches the earth's surface without interruption fi'om the

atmosphere is callecl clirect solar radiation. Solar'radiation that reaches the e¿uth's surface

after being alterecl by the atmosphero is callecl diffuse solar racliation. The sum of clilect

and cliffuse solar radiation cornponents is callecl solar insolation.

The intensity of solar radiation at the top of the earth's atmosphere resulting frorn

seasonal and daily valiations can be computed using establishecl trigonornetric

relationships. These relationships use latitude, the tirne of clay, ancl the day of the year,

to cletermine the intensity of solar racliation that is inciclent on a horizontal plane at the

top of the atmosphele above a particulal point on the earth's surface. The following

relationship can be usecl to detennine the rnagnitucle of the solar radiation inciclent on a

horizontal plane at the top of the e¿u'th's atmosphore

Q,ro=1.sin(A)

where

Õso = The solar radiation inciclent on a holizontal sulface at the top of the

earth's atrnosphere 1'Wrnz),

I = Solar constant (1353 flrn2), and

A = Solar altitude (raclians).

The solar constant is the intensity of solar racliation received at the earth's outer

(5. 1)
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atmosphere when the earth is at its mean annual clistance from the sun. The stanclarcl

value of the solar constant, as indicated by Ashton (1986), is 1353Wlmz.

The solar altitucle is the angle in a vertical plane between the sun's rays and the

horizontal. The solar altitude is a function of latitude, the declination of the sun, ancl the

local hour-angle of the sun ancl can be cornputed using sphelical geornetry (Paily et al.,

1914, Ashton, 1986). It can be expressed by the following h'igonomefiic relationship

sin(A) = sin(LAT)sin(DA) + cos(A)cos(DA)cos(If

where

A = Solar altitucle (radians),

LAT = Geographic latitude (radians),

DA = Declination angle of the sun (radians), and

H = Local hour-angle of the sun (radians).

The declination of the sun is the angular clistance measurecl north or south of the

equator to the sun. The declination v¿u'ies with the tirne of year and is a maximum at

midwinter and midsurnlner. For practical purposes, the declination is assumecl con.stant

for a given clay ancl can be approxirnatecl by

DA = 23.4s."r( ?99 ltz - Dl )' 36s

(s.2)

(5.3)
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where D is the clay of the year. A year is considelecl to be 365 ctays long and for January

01, D has the value 1.

The hour angle of the sun refers to the daily r'otation of the earth about its axis.

The position of the sun with respect to a point of interest is definecl by the standarcl time

with one hour equalling 15 degrees of rotation. Corections for angular clistance frorn the

stanclald meridian of a tirne zone and irregular motion of the ealth about the sun can also

be includecl.

5.1 Alterations of Solar R.adiation in the Atmosphere

As indicated previously, as solal radiation passes thlough the atmosphere it can

be altered by clouds, watel vapour', clust and gases. In order to quantify the effects that

these variables have on solal radiation, a number of ernpirical relationships have been

proposeci. Paily et aL. (1974), Tsang (1982), and Ashton (1986) cliscuss a number of

ernpirical lelationships that can be used for cornputing atrnospheric reduction coefficients

and solar insolation values. Many of these relationships have been clevelopecl for specific

variables and as a result, clifferent relationships have to be combinecl to consicler all

atrnosphelic leductions. Other relationships are highly empirical and require measurecl

solal racliation for calibration. Without measurecl data, the use of these relationships can

introduce a consiclerable amount of uncertainty. To overcorne these problems, a solal

insolation rnoclel that uses readily available atrnospheric clata ancl cloes not requile

significant calibration woulcl be beneficial. One such rnodel has been clevelopeci by

Suckling and Hay (1916, l91l). This model was clevelopecl for Canaclian conclitions ancl
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was testecl in tnany regions across Canacla fol both winter ancl suruner seasons. Suckling

and Hay cornbine a number of ernpirical relationships fol atrnospheric alterations into a

moclel that consiclels rnultiple cloud layers, various cloucl types, and rnultiple reflections.

5.2

A water body ernits heat in the fonn of longwave racliatioll. The rate at which

heat is ernittecl is a function of the water temperatue ancl follows the Stefan-Boltzmann

law:

[-ongwave Radiation

Ôr=eoTl

whele

(Þr = Longwave racliation ernittecl frorn a water body (W/rn2),

e = Ernittance (clirnensionless, approximately 0.97 for water),

o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.670 x108 Vff(rn2."K;;, ancl

Tu = Temperature of body ('K).

Water in the atmosphere in the forrn of water vapou and cloucls also emits heat

back to the water surface. The rate that atrnospheric water emits heat is a function of

temperature and atrnospheric vapoul'pressure. lt follows the Stefan-Boltzmann law, but

requires a lnodification to account fol the variation of moisture content in the air. The

(s.4)



relationship is comrnonly expressecl as

Õ.n=@+bln)ori

whele

Õr" = Longwave racliation atrnospheric racliation (Wtn2),

a,b = Constants of regression (Brunt's values are colnrnonly suggestecl

{0.52 and 0.065 respectively}),

¿ = Air vapour pressure 2 m above the grouncl (mb), ancl

T¡ = Air temperature 2 m above the ground ("K).

If clouds are present, a relationship developed by Boltz (1()4()) can be applied to

correct the longwave attrospheric lacliation value. The resulting relationship for

cornputing longwave atrnospheric racliation becomes
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(5.5)

@..=O¿,(l *kCz)

whele

@r" = The longwave atmospheric racliation with cloucls presont ('W/rnz),

k = Constant dependent on type ancl height of clouds (0.0017 has been

(5.6)
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suggestecl for use with all cloud types (Ashton, 1986)), ancl

C = The cloud cover in tenths (ie C=0 if the sky is clear and l0 if the

sky is cornpletely overcast).

5.3

Heat can also be Íansfenecl frorn the water surface by the processes of

evaporation ancl conduction. When the ail is not saturated with water vapour, that is,

when the relative humidity is less than 700o/o, water will evaporate from the water surface

into the air. The mechanisrns involvecl in the ffansport of water vapour away fi'orn the

watel sutface are influenced by turbulent ail motion and as a result are greatly clependent

on the wind. If there is a clifference in temperature between the water surface ancÌ the air,

heat loss by concluction will also result. The heat loss associatecl with evaporation and

concluction is therefore a function of water temperature, air temperature, vapour pressure,

and wind velocity.

A nutnber of investigators have stucliecl the heat loss resulting from evaporatiol.l

and as a lesult there ale numerous ernpirical relationships for' computing its magnitucle.

Paily et aL. (lt)74) examined a number of these relationships. They concluded that only

one of them was satisfactory for computing the evaporative heat loss from water boclies

in the winter time. This relationship, clevelopecl by Rimsha ancl Donchenko (1957), is

Ðvaporation and Convective F{eat Loss

ôo = 16.04 + 0.263 (7,, - Tr) + 2.95 \/zl (e, - er)

(5.1)



where

Õs = Evaporative heat flux (\il/rnz),

Tw = Water temperature (oC),

Tz = Air temperature at z m above water surface (oC),

Vz = Wind velocity at z nl above the water surface (rn/s), and

€5, €7 = Saturation vapour pressure ancl vapour pressure at

z m above water surface (rnb), respectively.

The value used for z is typically 2 n.

The rnechanistns that are responsible for conductive heat loss at the water surface

are sirnilar to those for evaporative heat loss. Bowen (1926) found that the conductive

heat loss could be expressecl as a rnultiple of the evaporative heat loss as
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Õn=RoÕo

Rr=

whele

c Pn (Tw - T?)

1000 Tø

@u, = Concluctive heat loss (Wrn2),

Rs = Bowen's Ratio,

c = Constant equal to 0.6, and

(s.8)

(5.e)



Although there is some conffoversy legarcling the validity of using the Bowen's

approach, Dingrnan et al. (1968) found that it was reasonable to use Bowen's ratio for

wintel conditions.

P., = Atrnospheric pressure (rnb).

5.4 F{eat l-oss Ðue to Snow Fall

As snow falls onto an open water surface, heat is lost as the snow is wa¡ned to

the tetnperature of the water and melted. As a result, the rate at which heat is lost is a

function of intensity of snow fall, the latent heat of fusion, ancl the air temperature.

Ashton (1986) expresses the loss of heat due to snow fall as
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Õ,, = (L - hTA) I,\

where

Õs = Heat loss rate froln snow (W/rnz),

L = Latent heat of fusion (333 kJ/kg),

h = Constant reflecting the walning of snow to 0 "C (0.611),

T¡ : Air temperature (oC), ancl

Is = Equivalent rainfall intensity of snowfall (rnm/hr).

(5.10)



5.5 Net F{eat n oss from the Water Surface

The net heat loss frorn the water sulface is obtained by surnrning all the heat loss

cornponents as shown in the following equation

where

Õ"or = @, - Õr, - @r, + (l+Rr) Õ, * Q,,

ÕN¡r = net heat loss from the water sul'face (W/rnz), and

Qsr = net solar racliation at the water surface (Wrn2).
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The previous chapters have cliscussed the phenomenon of border ice ancl a number

of factors related to its formation ancl growth. The following sections introcluce the stucly

area chosen for stuclying borclel ice growth, present and discuss the collection ancl

evaluation of data requilecl for the stucly, and summarize the results obtainecl frorn the

stucly. A hyclrologic routing model, a solar radiation rnoclel, and a sirnple total heat

fiansfer relationship that were usecl to calculate some of the inputs are also cliscussecl.

tsORÐER. {CE GROWTH CASE ST'IIÐY

CFXAPTÐR 6

6.0 The Study Area

The area chosen for study is the length of the Burntwood River between

Threepoint Lake and Manasan Falls which, as shown in Figure 6.1, has upsü'earn ancl

downsfreatn ends located at 65 km and 8.5 krn southwest of Thornpson, Manitoba,

respectively. This section of the Burntwood River is palt of the Churchill River

Diver'sion and has a regulatecl flow regime throughout the year. The flow is contlollecl

by Notigi Control, which is locatecl upsffeam of Wapisu Lake. This area has been chosen

for the study because Manitoba Hyclro has already establishecl borcler ice growth

lneasurelnent sites and some measuretrrents have been taken for previous years. Flow

recolds and other hydlaulic data have also been previously obtainecl. The borcler ice

growth sites that have been chosen for the study are locatecl downstrearn of Threepoint

4l
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Figure ó.1 Map of the stucly area.

Lake (M6B), between Wuskwatirn Lake and Opegano Lake (M7D), ancl clownstream of

Opegano Lake (M7). (See Figure 6.1).
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6.1 Ðata Collection

The data requirecl for this study include meteorological clata such as temperature,

relative hurnidity and cloud cover, hydraulic data such as flow, flow velocity ancl

hydraulic roughness, and bordel ice growth rneasurefitents and relatecl obserr¿ations.

Meteorological clata are requirecl to calculate the heat loss, the flow and other hyclrauiic
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data ale required to apply the existing ice growth relationships, and the ice growth data

are required to test the borcler ice growth relationships ancl to provicle more information

on the factols that influence borcler ice growth.

6.1.0 lce Growth Measurements and Observations

Manitoba Hyclro has measurecl border ice growth at a number of locations along

the Burntwoocl River'. The measurement program involved taking water levels and

measuring lateral border ice growth on 3 to 5 occasions throughout the winter and has

been conducted since the fall of 1984. The data collectecl frorn this program have

provicled a valuable recorcl of border ice growth but do not provide a complete set of

infortnation requirecl to conduct a cletailed study on border ice growth. For this reason,

a rnodified tneasurement program was irnplernentecl for the winter of 19911()2. Table 6.1

gives a sumtnary of the days that ice measulements were recordecl cluring the winters of

1()84185, 1985186, and 1991192.

The measurement program for l99l/92 involvecl taking extensivo measurements

of the parameters that have been shown to influence borclel ice growth. The measureinent

data included in the program were lateral ice growth, ice thickness, slush ice thickness

uncler the ice cover, srlow thickness on top of the ice cover, depth of watel under the ice

cover, water surface elevation, ancl flow velocity under the ice cover. The rneasuretrents

began as sootr as enough stable borcier ice had grown to make rrìeasurelnents possible ancl

safe, and wele concluctecl by Manitoba Hydro, every 1 to 14 days, depending on the tilne

available ancl the weather conclitions. The tirne and weather conditions playecl an
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irnportant role, because the borcler ice growth sites ale isolated ancl are accessible for

regulal rneasurernents only by helicopter. As a result, the nurnber of measurements was

also lirnited by the cost associated with obtaining the lneasurements.

Table 6.1 Summary of ice growth
lreasurement days.

1984/85
Dec 10
Jan 03
Jan 31
Feb 28
Mar 2.7

Apr 16

Sections at which
rneasurements were

recorded

1e8-s/86
Dec 30
Jan 07
Feb 07

M7D, M]
M7D, M7
M7D, M]
M7D, M]
M7D, M]

M]

As the borcler ice grew, stations were established at fixed intervals. However, the

station interval dicl vary over the winter. The station interval was approxirnately 3.05

rnetres (10 feet) frorn November 01, 1991 until Janua'y 01, l()92, ancl approxirnately 6.1

metles (20 feet) for the rernaincler of the winter. For the remaindel of the winter the 6.1

lnetre interval was reduced to 3.05 metres when new stations were established, but was

Nov 15
Nov 26
Dec 13
Jan 03
Jan 09
Jan 10
Jan 30
Jan 31
Feb 19
Mar 06
Mt 20
Mar 26

M6B, M7D, M7
M6B, M7D, M7

M7D, M7

M7
M]

M6B, M7D
M6B, M7D, M7

M6B, M7D
M1

M6B
M7D, M7

M6B, M7D, M7
M7D, M]
M7D, M7

M]
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incleasecl back to 6.1 metres for subsequent rreasurements. Once stations were

establishecl they were used for the entire winter, unless they were eliminated when

intervals changed fi'om 3.05 meffes to 6.1 metres. Figure 6.2 shows an exarnple of the

rneasurements taken ancl how stations were established. Figures 6.3-6.11 display sorne

of the clata collected frorn the 1991192 measaurement program. The remaining cÌata ale

contained in Appendix A.

New

Previously Established station

Stât¡ons å
w

I o*tt.os o+17..15 | o+23.2s

Figure 6.2 Ice Measurements for I9c)1192 Ice Measurement Progr'am.

Figures 6.3-6.5 display data collectecl at M6B, locatecl just clownstrearn of Thleepoint

Lake. In these figures, M6B has a top width of approxirnately 186 metres (610 feet), and

a maximurn clepth of 11 rnetres (36 feet). The cross-sectional flow is 950 rn3ls (33600

ft3ls¡, c¡7ç1 m3ls (34200 fCls) ancl 890 rn3/s (31600 fr3ls) fol Figures 6.3, 6.4, and6.5,

Vr = Velocity at 0.2 x Depth Under lce Cover

Vz = Velocity at 0.8 x Depth Under lce Cover

Location of ice Edoe
at Last MeasuremËnt
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M6B Jan 30. 1992
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Figure 6.5 Cross-section of M6B on January 30, 1992.

rospectively. The figures show borcler ice growing flom both banks, but it is eviclent that

the border ice is growing at different rates, in both width ancl thickness, along each bank.

Walmer water discharged frorn Threepoint Lake throughout lnost of the ice forrnation

season cornbinecl with a srnall length of open water upsffeatn of M6B, clelays the

forrnation of frazll ice until later in the winter. As a result, border ice growth at M6B is

prirnariJy in the thermal lnode. The effects of warmer water can be obseruecl by the

continuous erocling ancl reshaping of the under surface of the border ice cover.

Figures 6.6-6.8 show progressive borcler ice growth for M7D. This section,

located about 7 krn downstream of Wuskwatim Lake, is narrower ancl cleeper than M6B,

and is shown in the figures with a top width of approxirnately 162 rnetres (530 feet) ancl
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Figure 6.6 Cross-section of M7D on December 13, 1992.
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Figure 6.7 Closs-section of M7D on January 10, 7992.
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Figure 6.8 Cross-section of M7D on January 31, 1992.

a maximuln depth of apploxirnately l2 rnetres (39 feet). The closs-sectional flow at the

tirne of these measurements is approxirnately the same as that for M6B. The presence

of open water and rapicls sections upsteam of M7D prolnotes the generation of fraztl tce

ancl as a result, borcler ice growth will be influenced by the existence ancl accumulation

of fi'azil ice. An accurnulation of frazil slush ice can be seen in Figure 6.8.

Figures (:.9-6.1 1 show the progression of border ice for M7. This site, locatecl just

clownsffealn of Opegano Lake, is the widest and shallowest of the three sections. It is

shown in the figures with a top wiclth of approxirnately 213 lnetres (700 feet) ancl a

rnaxirnurn depth of 9 meü'es (30 feet). The cross-sectional flow is 880 m3/s (31200 ft3ls),

960 m3ls (33900 fr3ls), and ()20 m3ls (32500 ft3ls), for Figures 6.6, 6.J, ancl 6.g,
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Figure 6.9 Cross-section of M7 on November 26, 1992.
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Figure 6.11 Cross-section of M7 on January 37, l9c)2.

respectively. Borclerice growth atMJ,like M7D, can be influenced by thepresence of

frazil ice. However, unlike M6B and M7D, M7 has a shallow region on both banks. As

a result, as indicatecl in the figures, significant accumulations of frazil slush ice can

clevelop in these bank regions and can affect the hydraulic characteristics.

A summary of lateral border ice growth for the winters of 1984/85, 1985/86, ancl

lc)()1192 is displayecl in Figures 6.12-6.14, which show border ice growth for M6B, MJD,

ancl M7, respectively. An interesting observation fi'om these figures is that for a given

section, after an initial border ice cover hacl developed, there appears to be a similar rate

of bolder ice growth for the different'years. However, this is probably due to the winters

having sirnilar treteorological characteristics and may not be the case for more or less

severe winters.
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6.X.1 F{ydrologic Routing Model for Winter Conditions

As inclicatecl previously, the flow is controllecl along this section of the Bumtwoocl

River. However, the flow does fluctuate ovel the winter ancl the fonnation of ice ancl the

cleveloprnent of ice and various ice phenornena can affect the flow at the borcler ice

growth Ineasureffìent sites. In orcler to obtain satisfactory flow clata for the winter, a

hydrologic routing rnodel was requirecl. A sirnpler hydrologic routing moclel was chosen

over a lnore detailecl hydraulic routing model, because only average claily flows were

required and not a cletailed water surface profile. Also, because the flow was lequirecl

prirnarily at three locations, the developrnent of hyclraulic routing for the entile stucly area

was impractical. Therefore, it was determined that hydrologic reservoir routing for- the

E
1 984/85

@

1 985i86
t€

1991i92
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lakes cornbined with lag coefficients to transfel flows frorn the outlet of an upsh'earn lake

to the inlet of a clownstrearn lake would provicle satisfactory results.

The storage indica.tion. routittg method was chosen to perfonn the routing

proceclure. This rnethod is based on the conservation of mass for a reservoir, which is

expressecl in the following continuity equation:

where

I - o = As
At

I = inflow [volurne/tirne],

ÂS = change in storage fvolurne],

Q : outflow lvolurne/time], and

Ât = change in tirne.

To obtain the general form of the storage indication equation, Equation 6.1 is re-written

in finite difference forrn for two consecutive points in time:

(rt I lttU +[.\+l "-Ol=l "*'+v tt+tt 
l¡, 

*^ 
) I ¡,

where the subscripts n and n+1 refer to two consecutive periods in tilne. All variables

at time n and the inflow at time n+1 are known, so the left hand side of the equation can

be calculated. By using the Q versus eievation relationship (rating curve) and the S

versus elevation relationship (storage curve), a plot of 2S/AI+Q versusj Q, called the

storage inclication curvo, can be made. The value of Q can then be reacl off the curve for

(6.t¡

O,,.r)
(6.2)
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any value of 2SlAt + Q. The process of cornputing an outflow hyclrograph given an

inflow hyclroglaph is then an iterative process that is easily automated by computer'.

If Equation 6.2 is written in a slightly different form and the storage variables are

convertecl from volumes to flow rates, the resulting equation is

where

/\
It +r ì
I il tr+l II t+

[z )

Equation 6.3 is the fonn of the equation that is usecl in the hyclrologic routing rnodel.

The flow contributions from local inflow ancl precipitation and the flow losses

from evaporation are considered to be minimal for the winter season and wiil not be

incluclecl. These assumptions are not expected to affect the accuracy of the results

significantly, because the run-off in the study area is reduced to near zer'o cluring the

winter and a lalge portion of the water surface is coverecl by ice quite early in the winter.

As well, the potential for evaporation is greatly recluced at the low air tetnperatures that

the study area experiences through the winter months.

Although the presence of the ice cover elirninates some of the parameters that

must be acldressecl duling the summet rnonths, it intlocluces solne new consiclerations that

are unique to the winter rnonths. The presence of an ice cover on lakes ancl rivets

changes the hyclraulic characteristics by increasing hyclraulic roughness ancl changing

other cross-sectional properties. This directly affects the hyclrologic routing rnoclel

because it alters the two main cornponents of stolage inclication routing; the storage curve

þ,,- +)=þ,*, . +)

S = rate of change in storage [volurne/tirne].

(6.3)



ancl the rating curve.

The effect that ice cover has on the storage curve is a recluction in the available

volume of storage for the sarne ûìeasured water level. To account for this the storage

curve can be acljustecl by a constant shift of an amount equal to the volume of ice.

Accounting for changes in the lating curve is more cornplicated than with the

storage cutve. The outflow characteristics of a lake are clependant on the outlet control,

which rnay be a function of the physical characteristics at the outlet, a control section

downsü'ealn of the outlet, or a combination of the two. If the outflow is controllecl by

the physical chalacteristics at the outlet ancl is not influenced by a downstream conûol,

then there rnay be only a srnall change in rating curve between open water and ice

covered flow. This change may be the result of ice growth occurring near the outlet of

the lake and increasing the hyclraulic resistance. The effect that this has on the outflow

characteristics will be a function of the extent to which the outlet is obstructed by ice

growth and rnay vary over the winter.

If the outflow from a lake is influenced by downstrearn hyclraulic characteristics,

the outflow characteristics of the lake can change significantly with the growth of an ice

cover on the river and with the developrnent of local ice phenornena, such as anchor ice.

As the ice cover grows across the river surface, the hyclraulic roughness in the channel

it'lcleases. As a result, for the sarne flow, a larger flow area is requirecl. When anchor

ice forrns at a section in a channel, it acts like a weil and can result in substantial

increases in water level. The net effect of increased hydraulic roughness or anchor ice

fortnation downstlealn of the l¿ke outlet is an increase in the water level at the lake ancl
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hence a change in the outflow characteristics of the lake.

lf a control section exist clownstream of the lake outlet, high velocities (high

fi'oude nurnber) will not perrnit the aclvancerrent of the ice cover through the control eally

in the winter. Howevet, as the winter ploglesses, and sufficient ice is genelated in the

opelt water reach between the outlet ancl control section, the ice rnay become clepositecl

as an ice clarn clownstream of the control. If sufficient quantities of ice accumulate in the

ice clam, the water level downstream of the control may increase ancl floocl the control.

If the velocities at the control section are reducecl, the ice cover may progress through the

control section. This will cause a significant change in the rating curve at the outlet of

the lake. The rating curve will continue to change as the ice cover progresses upstream

of the control to the lake outlet.

It is difficult to account for the effects that increasecl hyclraulic roughness ancl/or

anchor ice folrnation have on outflow chalacteristics of a lake, because their influence can

val'y over the winter ancl with atrnospheric conclitions. However, there is usually an

extleme combination of the two effects that results in the maximum influence to outflow

characteristics. All other cornbinations will then fall between this extrerne winter rating

curve ancl the open water rating curve. If a storage inclication curve is created for both

the open water and the extreme winter condition, the area in between the curves will

represent the storage inclication curves for less sevele winter conclitions. Given a storage

indication value uncler winter conclitions, the value of outflow can be determined as a

weightecl cornbination of the outflow frorn the open water and extleme winter storage

indication curves. However, because the outflow relationship is not known, the weight
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Figure 6.15 Exarnple of curues requirecl for routing moclel.

must be detennined by a nial ancl effor proceclure, for which the goal is to lnatch

observed elevations ancl measurecl flows.

How this method was appliecl to the hydrologic routing moclel can be explaineclby

using Figure 6.15, which shows storage indication curves for the extreme winter ancl

sulnlner conditions ancl the corresponcfing elevation relationships. The region in between

the winter and open water or surnrner storage indication curves represents less severe

winter conclitions. If a storage inclication value has been calculated for periocl n+1 (SI,ì+r),

the outflows, Q. ancl Q*, can be reacl off the sumrner ancl winter culves, respectively. The

outflow for periocl n+l (Q,,+r) lies somewhere in between Q and e,". The value of en*r

can then be cleterrninecl as a weightecl cornbination of Q and Q,u by the following

----+

Winter Curve
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equation:

Q,*t = (l-W,.r) Q" * Wn*, Q*, (6.4)

where W',,*, is a number between 0 and 1. The elevation for period n+l (E,,+r) can then

be cleterrninecl by using SI,,*,, Wn+r, and the following equation:

E =11-W.\E +W Eil+t \ n+t/ s ¿+l w

The resulting elevations ancl flows can then be compared to measured values and the

weight acljusted as requiled. Using the above proceclure, appropriate adjustrnents to

outflow relationships can be rnade as outflow characteristics change over the winter

because of ice growth and ice phenomena.

Using the storage inclication routing rnethod and the rnoclifications mentionecl

above, a moclel was developed to route flows fi'orn the Notigi Confiol sffucture through

Wapisu Lake, Threepoint Lake, Wuskwatirn Lake, Opegano Lake, ancl Bfuchtree Lake to

Manasan Falls. The routing rnodel was created using a spleaclsheet, which was necessary

because of the manual acljustrnents required and the need for constant refelence to

lneasured values.

Initial caliblation of the model involved cletennining tirne lags between the lakes.

For calibration of the moclel, flow ancl elevation data collected frorn the Burntwoocl River'

for the suûtûìer of 1919 was usecl. During the summer of 19J9, a time lag stucly was

perforrnecl along the Burntwood Rivel to cletennine the tirne lag between Notigi Control

and Manasan Falls. The flow was decreasecl and increased by rneans of Notigi Control
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ancl the corresponcfing response at Manasan Falls was monitolecl. As well as obseruing

the response at Manasan Falls, elevations were recorclecl at the valious lakes ancl metering

stations throughout the systern. As a result, the time lag between the lakes could also be

apploxirnatecl.

The rnodel was then used to detennine the average daily inflow ancl outflow

hych'ographs as well as average ctaily lake elevation for the various lakes cluring the winter'

fot 1984/85, 1985/86, and 1991192. The average daily lake elevation ancl inflow and

outflow for Threepoint Lake for the winter of 1985/86 ale shown in Figures 6.16 and

6.17, respectively. Figure 6.18 clisplays the flow at Manasan Falls cornputecl frorn the

l'outillg rnodel for the winter of 1985/86. The results frorn the routing rnodel for the

remaining lakes for 1985/86 and for the winters of 1984/85 and 1c)9ll()2 are locarecl in

Appenclix B. The weights obtianecl for rhe winters of 1984185 and 1985/86 are located

in Appendix F.

6.1.2 Flow Velocity Ðistribution

As indicatecl previously in Table 6.1, a number of measurements were macle

throughout the winter of 1991192. On all measurerrent clays, except February 19, velocity

was only measured at two points in the verrical (0.2D (0.2 x ctepth) and 0.8D). The

measurelnents taken on February 19 includecl velocity lneasurelnents at up to six points

in the vertical (ie 0.2D,0.3D, 0.4D,0.5D,0.6D, and 0.8D) at a station, clepending on the

clepth at the station. Aclclitional measurelnents were conductecl on February 19, to obtain

data on vertical velocity distribution neeclecl in orcler to examine roughness characteristics
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Figure 6.16 Model and actual lake elevations for Threepoint Lake, 1985186.
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Figure 6.18 Flow from routing moclel at Manasan Falls, 1985/86.

of the uncler surface of the ice cover. Not long after this tirne of year for other'

lneasureûìent yeals it was observeci that the ice cover began to cleteriorate at M6B and

M7D. Therefore, by this time of year, close to the maximum amount of ice growth hacl

likely occurrecl.

The velocity clistribution across the sections was required in ordel to apply the

existing ice growth relationships. However, fol the three years of interest, the velocity

was only measured during the wintel of l9()1lc)2, ancl because of the danger associatecl

with measuring velocity in the open water section of the channel, only the velocity uncler

the ice cover was measured. Therefore, it was necessary to cletennine the velocity

distribution in the open water section for 1991192 and across the entire channel for the
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other two winters. The velocity clistribution changes as the ice cover grows ancl as flow

changes so it is also necessary to know how the velocity clistribution changes over the

winter.

Manitoba Hydro has previously measured the velocities across each of the sections

under open water conclitions. As a result, there is some knowleclge of the general velocity

clisuibution across the channel. Frorn the measured velocities uncler the ice covel it was

possible to construct the velocity clistribution and to compute the flow uncler the ice cover.

The total flow was obtainable frorn the routing model, therefore, the flow in the open

water portion of the channel could be caloulatecl. Using this informatioli an

approxirnation of the velocity distribution was rnanually constluctecl in the open water

portion of the channel for a number of the measurement days. The velocity clistribution

was constructed such that the average velocity in the entire section and in the open water

poltion of the channel was preserved. Table 6.2 shows the average velocities frorn the

tneasurecl data ancl from the constructecl velocity distributions. Figure 6.19 shows the

velocity distributions consfuctecl for M7.

Table 6.2 Cornparison of measurecl velocities to velocities
obtainecl from velocity clistributions.

Date

Me¿uured Average Velocity
(rnls)

Nov 1-5

Jan 31

Feb 19

Mr 26

Cornplete
Section

0.7t)
0.13
0.74
0.74

Open Water
Section

Average Velocity frorn
Distributions

(tn/s)

0.11
1.00

1.08

1.02

Cornplete
Section

0.(r9

0.13
0.73
0.13

Open Water
Section

0.11
1.00

1.01

1.02



- Velocitv Distributions for M7
Partially lcé Covered Section 1991/92

Figure 6.19 velocity distributions for M7 for rhe winrer of 1991192.

From Figure 6.19 the changes that occur in the velocity disnibution as the borcler ice

covel progresses can be seen clearly. Similar velocity clistributiolts were also constructecl

for M6B ancl M7D for rhe winrer of l99ll9L. (See Appenclix C).

To estirnate the velocity distribution for the periods in between the days for which

there wele tneasured velocities, the obselvation that the velocity clistribution variecl with

respect to border ice growth and the flow rate was used. The cornputed flow rate for a

given periocl of interest was used to adjust the velocities fi'oln the consfiuctecl velocity

disnibutiorls to reflect the flow conditions during that periocl. The percentage of ice coveï

for a section was usecf to cletermine the weighted cornbination of the known velocity

clistributiorls. The process can be clescribed by using curves fi'orn Figure 6.19 for Janualy

t0

Distance from Point on Left Bank (m)
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37, 1992 (curve 2) and Februaly 19, 1992 (curve 3). For culve 2, the flow rate is Q, ancl

the percentage of section covered by ice is Ir. Sirnilzu'ly, for curve 3, the flow rate is Q.,

ancl the percentage of section coverecl by ice cover is I,. For a time in between January

31 and February 19, the flow rate is Q, and the percentage of section coverecl by ice is

I,,, such that Ir<I,,<Ir. The velocity at a distance i frorn a reference point on the left bank

can be approximatecl as

where

U^ _ I\ O
1/ - \ r /¡/ *,t l/ +"' ll^ - I^\ o^

\-1 ¿l

V,,, = âveräge vertical velocity at distance i from point on left bank for

periocl n,

Vzi= average vertical velocity at clistance i frorn point on left bank for-

curve 2, and

V,, = âverâge vertical velocity at distance i frorn point on left bank for

curve 3.

(, - rr)

U" - I"\

By assurning a linear growth rate between fireasurement days, an approximation of the

position of the ice edge for intennediate periods was established. These approxírnations

along with precletenninecl average daily flows were usecl to cornpute velocity distributions

for one week intervals. Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show the resulting velocity clistributions

at M7 for 1991192. The velocity clistributions for M6B and M7D for 19911()2 as well as

the velocity distributions for all sections lor 1984185 and 1985/86 are locarecl in Appenclix

C.

o-,t r/
Qt 
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Figure 6.20 Velocity clistribution acloss the channel at}.lJ, for the winter of 1991192.
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Figure 6.21 Velocity distributions across channel atMJ, for the winter of 1991192.
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For the winters of 1984185 and 1985/86 velocity ûreasurerrents were not rnacle

along with ice growth moasurelnents. As a lesult, there is no information on the velocity

disuibutiorÌ across the channel. However, using sirnple channel characteristics and known

velocity distributions, an approxirnation for the velocity clistribution at the same section

at another point in time can be developed.

The average cross-sectional velocity in a channel is defined as:

where

V=Q
A

V = average cross-sectional velocity [rn/s],

Q = flow rate in the channel [rn3/s], ancl

A = croSS-sectional area of flow [rn2].

Using this clefinition and applying it at the same ffoss-section for two clifferent points in

tirne with flows Q" ancl Qo, and cross-sectional flow areas Ao ancl Ao, respectively, the

ratio of average velocities V" ancl Vo can be expressed as:

V OA.
tl Ptt 11_=V, O, A
F -D A

lf it is assumed that for a given width of ice and time of year the roughness

charactetistics are sirnilar for cliffererìt years, the shape of the velocity clistributioll acl'os,s

the ctoss-section shoulcl be similar for clifferent years. This assurnption is not cornpletely

(6.7)

(6.8)
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accurate because the roughness characteristics can vary from year to year and over the

winter because of the accumulation of slush ice and the forrnation of anchor ice ancl othel

ice phenornena. However, if the measurement of such roughness characteristics are not

available this assumption is necessary. Given this assurnption, the main difference

between the two clisÍibutions will be the rnagnitude of velocities that will be prirneuily

a function of the flow and flow area. Using Equation 6.8 to rnodify Equation 6.6 an

equation that uses known velocity distributions to calculate the approxirnate velocity

distribution at a section when the flow ancl area of flow are known, can be expressecl as:

where

T. _ I \
V = \) ttl

"' (, - Ir¡

OApil L

OT
-l 

tl

4,, = crosS-sectional flow area at tirne n,

A, = cLosS-sectional flow alea for curve

A¡ = cross-sectional flow alea for curve

Equation 6.9 was usecl to compute velocity clistributions for 1984/85 and 1985/86

frorn the constructecl velocity disfiibutions for I99I192. However, before computing the

velocity distributions for an entire year, the velocity disnibutions were verified on the

clays for which there were ice growth measurements. The verification process involved

detennining the clivision of flow between the ice coverecl zonesj along the banks ancl the

open watel portion in the cenfie of the channel. Once the clivision of flow was

deterrnined, the average velocity for the open water portion ancl for the entire cross-

oA"-u t 
v^.

O^A )L

2, and

aJ.

(6.e)
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section coulcl be comparecl to the same values computed fi'om velocity distribution.

The proceclure for detennining the clivision of flow in the cross-section involves

the use of the Manning equation for conveyance capacity in channels and related

hydraulic inforrnation. The Manning equation fi'om Chow (1959) is expressed as:

whele

Q.=VA= | 4 pzn
tl

Q = flow rate in channel lrtrt/sl,

V = cross-sectional velocity in channel [rn/s],

A = croSS-sectional area of channel þn2],

n = Manning coefficient of roughness,

R = hyclraulic radius [rn] = A/P,

P = wettecl perirneter [rn], ancl

Sr = slope of the energy grade line.

srt''

In order to use the Manning equation, the roughness of the bed and the under

sutface of the ice is requirecl. Manning roughness coefficients for the channel becl have

been cletertnined previously by Manitoba Hydro, but Manning roughness coefficients for

the uncler surface of the ice cover needecl to be calculatecl.

A rnethocl proposed by Larsen (1969), that is basecl on the Von Kánnán Prandtl

velocity distribution, assufftes a logarithrnic inclease in velocity from a flow bounclary ancl

can be used to compute the Manning roughness coefficient. This rnethocl assumes that

(6.10)
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Figure 6.22 Yelocity distribution under an ice cover. (Ashton, 1986)

lce Cover

under an ice cover, the flow is divided into two horizontal flow zones, an ice zone and

a bed zone, as shown in Figure 6.22" As a resuLt, the velocity increases from zero at the

bed of the channel and under surface of the ice cover to a maximum in between. If the

velocity disribution in the vertical is known, the roughness height along the bottom of

the ice cover can be calculated using the foilowing relationships:
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lce Zone -u'

k. = 30 Y. e-o'It

where

a.=
I

V
o

V _V.
o D7t

(6.11)

(6.12)



lq = roughness height [m],

Yi = distance to location of maximum velocity [m],

Vo = mâXimum velocity [m/s], and

V-i = mean velocity in the ice zone [m/s].

Once lq has been calculated, the Manning roughness coefficient for the under surface of

the ice cover can be estimated using the Manning-Strickler equation:

n, -- 0.0316 k,t'u.

Table 6"3 contains calculated values of n, for M7 on February 19, 1992.

In order to compute the flow through the ice covered portions of the channel using

Table 6.3 Vlannings roughness coefficients
for the ice cover atM7, calculated for
February 19, 1992.
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Station
(feet)

0+72
I+32
I+52
7+72
Í+92
2+12

4+56
4+76
4+96
5+16
5+36
5+56
5+76
5+96
6+1,6

Yi
(fÐ

2.25
3.78
s.30

i3.10
12.78
13.32

9.48
8.88
9.88

11.10
8.96
8.00
9.40
4.00
3.88

%
(ftÐ

(6.13)

0.46
1.59
1"66
1.6
i.55
2.07

2.69
2.41,
2.08
2.0r
r.73
x.26
0.99
0.6s
0.30

V-i
(fvÐ

0.39
1.28
I.43
7.40
7.32
r.76

2.24
2.02
1.76
7.64
t.22
0.97
0.78
0.51
0.29

ni

0.017
0.024
0.018
0.018
0.023
0.023

0.025
0.023
0.033
0.028
0.037
0.030
0.030
0.027
0.020
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the Manning equation, a composite Manning roughness coefficient (n) had to be

calculated. The composite Manning roughness coefficient incorporates the roughness

characteristics of both the under surface of the ice cover and the channel bed. A number

of relationships have been proposed to compute the composite Manning roughness

coefficient but a simple relationship referred to as the Belokon-Sabaneev equation, has

been shown to give good results (Uzuner, 1975; Calkins et al., 1980). The Belokon-

Sabaneev equation for computing the composite Manning roughness coefficient is

where

n
I

-=n.
b þ [ "[+]'ì'

q = composite Manning roughness coefficient,

ni = Manning roughness coefficient for the under surface of the ice cover,

and

fl¡ = Manning roughness coefficient for the channel bed.

'When the composite Manning roughness coefficient has been calculated for a

number of subsections, defined by each station, the overall composite Manning roughness

coefficient for the ice covered section is calculated using a weighted average. A method

developed by Krishnamurthy and Christensen (7972) uses the wetted perimeter and the

depth in the following relationship to compute an overall composite Manning roughness

coefficient when there are N subsections:

(6.14)



where

ln( n,)=

^/T
j=I

P, Y, tn( n, 
)

N
:, P.

j=I r

4 = the wetted perimeter for subsection j,

Y: = the depth at subsection j, and

tr 312
Ij

The composite Manning roughness coefficients computed for the three border ice growth

sites from data collected on February 19, 1992 are displayed in Table 6.4. The Manning

roughness coefficients located in the "Open'Water Section" column are the bed roughness

values that have been determined by N{anitoba }Iydro. These can then be used with the

ntj = the composite Manning roughness coefficient for subsection j.
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(6.1s)

"fable 6.4 N4anning roughness coefficients computed

N{anning equation to compute the flow through the three flow zones across the channel;

the left and right bank ice covered zones and the opon water section. Table 6.5 contains

values for the flows through two ice zones (left and right bank) and through the open

0.025
0.03
0.035



Table 6.5 Measured and calculated flows atM'l for
r99L/92.

Nov 26
Left

Main
Right
Total

Jan 10
Left

Main
Right
Total

7.8
864.0

12.5
884.3

Jan 31
Left

Main
Right
Total

30.8
880.8
48.5

960.1,

8.2
864.0

t2.5
884.7

Feb

80

19

water portion of section M7, computed from the Manning equation and from measured

velocities.

If it is assumed that the roughness of the under surface of the ice cover is similar

at the same section for other years, and if the ice growth, the basic cross-sectional

properties, such as the area and wetted perimeter, and the total flow at the section are

known, the flow through each section can be computed. If the friction slope is constant

across the section, the flow can be computed for each zone and summed to give the total

Left
Main
Right
Total

73.6
741.3
LM.7
9r9.6

33.0
878.2

48.7
9s9.9

Mar 06
Left

Main
Right
Total

IO7.T
6s9.9
r44.4
9L1,.4

82.5
752.0

85.1
9t9.6

I44.6
546.1,
i81.4
872.r

126.5
663.9
12L.4
911.8

146.3
557.9
167.9
872.1,
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flow. The friction slope can be adjusted until the calculated total flow equals the total

flow at the section. Once the division of flow across the cross-section is determined, the

method, discussed previously, for approximating the velocity disfibution across the

channel can be used. The velocity distributions can be verified by comparing the average

velocities for the whole channel and open water section computed from the velocity

disribution to the those computed using the Manning's equation. Table 6.6 shows this

comparison for the winters of 1984/85 and 1985/86 atli47.

6.X.3 MeteorologicañÐata

In order to calculate the heat transfer at the water surface and to investigate the

various parameters that influence border ice growth, a considerable amount of

meteorological data are required. The closest meteorological information collection

station to the study area was Thompson, Manitoba. Hourly meteorological data for

Thompson, including temperatue, wind velocity and direction, relative humidity, and

cloud cover reported in three layers, were available for the winters of 1984/85 and

1985/86. Ilowevet, for the winter of L99l/92, only average daily temperatures were

available. Average daily temperatues for the winter of 1985/86 are shown in Figure

6.23" This figure illustrates a typical range of winter temperatues for the study area.

Temperature figures for 1984/85 and 1985/86 are located in Appendix D.

6"2 F{ea6 T'ransfen

The components of heat ftansfer were introduced and discussed in a previous



Table 6.6 Comparison of average velocities at M7 computed using
the velocity distribution and the Manning Equation.

Date

1984/85
Dec 10
Jan 03
Jan 31
Feb 28
}.4a¡ 2i7

Average Velocity
Complete Channel

qm/s)

Manning
Equation

1985/86
Dec 30
Jan 07
Feb 07

0.77
0.75
0.73
0.72
0.72

Velocity
Distribution

Average Velocity Open
'W'ater Portion

(m/s)

0.76
0.75
0.75
0.72
0.73

Manning
Equation

0.68
0.69
0.64

o
O)o

o
f,
Eo
o-
E
d)t-

0.90
0.97
1.05
t.02
t.M

Velocity
Distribution
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0.69
0.68
0.63

*,.åYî'ffi?rB'lx #ËeslRIHÁfi 
" 
*

0.90
0.96
1.06
1.01
1,.M

0.82
0.85
0.88

0.84
0.84
0.89

Figure 6.23 Average daily temperature for 1985/86, at Thompson, Manitoba.

previous chapter. They are solar radiation, longwave radiation, longwave atmospheric

radiation, evaporation, convection, and precipitation. Empirical relationships were
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identified for calculating all of the components except solar radiation; for which an all sky

solar radiation model was suggested. The following sections discuss and present some

of the relevant information computed from the previously mentioned heat loss

relationships or from alternate relationships where it was required. Additional heat loss

figures are located in Appendix D.

6"2"& Solar Radiatíon ft¡f,odel

The solar radiation model used in this study was developed by Suckling and F{ay

(I976,1977)" The model uses the frigonometric relationships, discussed in Chapter 5, to

compute hourly solar radiation at the outer atmosphere and then a number of empirical

relations to account for scattering, absorbtion and reflection of solar radiation by gas, dust

and water vaporu particles in the atmosphere. The model accounts for multiple reflections

that result from the presence of three possible cloud layers and a number of cloud types

and also includes the effects of snow cover. For verification of the model, data from a

number of cities across Canada were used. trn Manitoba, the model was applied to data

from The Pas and Churchill, which are located approximately 310 kilometres southwest

and 400 kilometres northeast of Thompson, respectively. The accruacy of the model was

in the plus or minus fifteen percentile.

For this study some simplifying assumptions were made because some of the

detailed cloud classification data was not available. In particular, the layer of cloud was

used to represent the cloud tytrle as well. The type of cloud that is present is usually a

function of the elevation of the cioud. Therefore, three cloud classifications were used



to represent the three different cloud layers that the model uses.

Using these assumptions, the model was then applied to data from The Pas.

Figure 6.24 shows the variation of calculated and measured solar radiation over the winter

of 1988/89. Figure 6.25 shows a scatter plot of calculated and measured solar radiation

for the same winter.

The solar radiation model, although slightly underestimating the solar radiation,

seemed to give reasonable results and was then applied to the winters of 1984/85 and

1985186. There was not enough data available for 199I/92 so solar radiation data could

not be computed. Section 6.2.2 discusses the heat loss computations for 1.991192.

6.2.î F{eat l,oss fi'orn Ernpirical R.elationships

The heat loss for the winters of 1984/85 and 1985/86 was computed using

Equations 5.4-5.11. I{ourly meteorological data obtained for Thompson, Manitoba, was

used for computation of hourly heat loss, which was then summed to give daily heat loss.

The daily heat loss rates for the winter of 1985/86 are displayed in Figure 6.26"

84

6"2"2 ,&pplicatíon of Mato¡.¡sek's F{eat l,oss Ðquation

For computation of ice growth using Matousek's border ice growth relationship,

a sepalate heat loss equation is provided by Matousek. The temperature, wind velocity,

and cloud cover have been correlated with heat loss to give the following equations:

8"= -87 +12T,+3.2 (0.81', +0.1)V* +(318 +4.67)cn (6.16)
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Figure 6"24 DatIy solar radiation at the Pas Manitoba from the solar radiation model and
measurgments.
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Figure 6.25 Calculated solar radiation and measured solar radiation at the Fas, Manitoba.
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Figure 6.26 Daily heat loss for Thompson, Manitoba calculated from empirical
relationships, for the winter of 1985/86.

where

Qo= -96 + IITo +3.2(0.7 T"-0.9)V* + (326 + 4.67) c n 6.17)

86

Q. = heat loss rate [$/atts/mz],

T. = air temperature [oC],

V* = wind velocity [m/s],

c = coefficient for cloud type (c= 0.006 for thin clouds, c: 0.16 for

moderately dense clouds, and c= 0.27 for dense clouds), and

n = cloudiness ratio (n= 0 for clear skies and n=1 f,or overcast skies).

The Matousek heat loss equations were used to compute heat loss for use with the
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Matousek border ice growth relationship for the winters of 1984/85, 1985/86, and

I99l/92. The Matousek heat loss equations were also used to compute heat loss for the

Michel et al. border ice growth relationship for 1,991/92, because only limited

meteorological data were available for this year and the empirical relationships could not

be applied. I{eat loss values were computed for 1984/85 and 1985/86 and were compared

to similar heat loss values computed with the empirical relationships. Figtxe 6.27

displays the average daily heat loss rates for the winter of 1984/85 computed using both

the empirical and the Matousek heat loss equations. Figures 6.28 and 6.29 show scatter

plots of the empirical and the Matousek heat loss rates for the winters of 1984/85 and

1985/86, respectively. It is evident from these figures that similar heat loss values are

obtained for both methods.

The only meteorological data that were available for 799L192, rilere average daily

tempsratures. Iïowever, in order to apply the Matousek heat loss equations, wind and

cloud data are also required. As an approximation, heat loss was computed for 1991192

using actual wind and cloud data from the winters of 1984/85, 1985186, and 1989/90 as

well as a constant wind of l-0 kmlh and constant cloud cover values of 0.16 and 0.5 for

c and n, respectively. A constant wind of 10 km/hr was used because it was

approximately an average daily wind for the winter season. The constant cloud

cover values represent the mid values for Matousek's coefficients. This range of data

was not expected to yield good results, but rathe¡ a measure of sensitivty to circumstances

when complete data sets are not available. The results are discussed in the Chapter 7.
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Figwe 6.27 Daily heat loss from Matousek's heat loss equation and empirical
relationships"
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Figure 6.28 Matousek and empirical heat loss for 1984185.
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Figure 6.29 Matousek and empirical loss for 1985/86.

6"3 ApplicatiorÌ of tsorder Ice Growth Modetrs

In order to study the components that influence the growth of border ice, it is

necessary to analyze the existing border ice growth relationships. This involves the

application of existing border ice growth relationships to determine how well they can

predict border ice growth and how sensitive they are to the various parameters involved.

Existing border ice growth relationships introduced in previous chapters include

those developed by Newbury (1968), Michei et al. (7982), and Matousek (1984). Each

relationship uses different parameters and is applied in a slightly different way. As a

result, each reiationship requires the use of different parameters to analyze the sensitivity

89

fulabusek Heat Loss (Wm^2)
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of each relationship. The following sections describe how each of the relationships was

applied and what parameters were used in the sensitivity analysis.

6"3.0 &{atousek tsorder Ïce Gnow0h R.etratüox'rship

The Matousek border ice growth relationship consists of two separate components.

(See Equanon 4.7). The first component relates the effects of heat loss and \vater

temperature to border ice growth and is calculated using meteorological data and the

appropriate heat loss equations. If water temperature is not available, an assumption

representing the conditions at a section can be made. The second term uses wind velocity

and width of open water in the direction of wind to relate the effects of wind generated

surface phenomena to the growth of border ice. The wind velocity is obtainable from

meteorological data, but the width of open water in the direction of wind is a function of

the width of the ice cover at a section and the lengths of open watü upsfeam and

downstream of a section. Flowever, using the geometric layout of a section, the width of

open water can be calculated for a given ice width and wind direction.

Computation of border ice growth for a given period involves computing the

Matousek threshold velocity, which results from calculating the two terrns mentioned

above, and then comparing the threshold velocity to the corresponding velocity

distribution" The left and right edges of the border ice cover are defined by the location

of this velocity in the cross-section. The ice edge located for each side of the channel

is then compared to the ice growth widths established for the previous period. If the new

calculation yields further progression of ice edge on either bank, the ice edge position is
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updated to that amount, otherwise, it is left unchanged. As the ice cover grows across

the channel and as the flow changes, the velocity distribution across the channel must be

recalculated.

6.3.X MÍcheå eÉ al" tsorder{ce Gnowth Retrationship

The Michel et al. border ice growth relationship relates the total heat loss, velocity

at the edge of the border ice cover, and the concentration of frazil slush at the edge of

the border ice cover to border ice growth" (See Equations 4.3-4.6). The heat loss term

is calculated using available relationships and meteorological data. However, Michel et

al. determined the velocity at the edge of the border ice and the concentration of frazil

slush at the edge of the border ice cover from analysis of film sequences and as a result

these values can not be readily calculated" Therefore, application of the Michel et al.

reiationship in this study will serve to identify appropriate values for these variables. For

the velocity at the ice edge, the vertically average velocity at the ice edge (V"), available

from the calculated velocity distributions for the cross-sections, is used as the basic

variable for velocity and is adjusted as required. For the frazll slush ice concenfration,

values are assumed and the effects on ice growth predictions analyzed.

Computing border ice growth with the Michel et al. relationship, for a given

period, requires calculating the velocity at the ice edge at the beginning of the period and

the total heat loss for the period. The amount of border ice that will grow during a period

is calculated as a width, which is then added to accumulated ice growth from previous

periods. As with the Matousek relationship, border ice growth is determined separately
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for each bank and the velocity distribution across the channel must be recalculated as the

border ice cover grows and flow changes.

6"3"2 F{ewbmry Bonden lce Growt}e Relatíonship

Application of Newbury's relationship was not possible because the water surface

slope was not available. However, Acres Wardrop, have suggested a simplified form of

the Newbury method called the Modified Newbury Method. For this method, border ice

growth for a given period is expressed as:

W=mDd

am=-yt

where

'W 
= incremental width of border ice [m],

Dd = the degree days of freeztng ['C-days],

V = ÍÌverâ.ge velocity of flow at the cross-section [rn/s], and

o.,b = coefficients based on observations of a given section. R.epresentative

values previously used by Acres Wardrop for northern Manitoba are

a= 0.054 and b= 1.5.

IJsing these equations, border ice growth for a given period is calculated and

added to the accumulated border ice growth for previous periods. F{owever, equal border

ice growth is assumed on both banks so the total accumulated ice growth is divided in

(6.18)

(6.1e)
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half to give ice growth on each bank. For this method only the average velocity at the

cross-section needs to be recalculated.

In order to apply the Modified Newbury Method, ice growth data must frst be

analyzed to determine the appropriate coefficients for each section. Approximate values

for the coefficients, for each section, were determined using l99I/92 ice growth data and

are listed in Table 6.7. For the analysis, it was observed that an approximation of border

ice growth could be obtained without using the velocity term. Therefore, the exponent

b was given the value of zero. Using these coefficients, border ice growth was computed

at M7D and M7, for the winter of 1984/85 and M6B, M7D, and W, for the winter of

198s/86.

6"3"3 Scenanios fon Sensitivity -A.nalysis

Table 6.7 Coefficients for the Modified
Newbury l/Iodel.

Sensitivity analysis was conducted for the Matousek and Michel et al. relationships

only. The Modified Newbury Approach is an approximate method and was only used to

examine the effectiveness of predicting border ice growth using simple parameters when

knowledge of ice growth is available at a section.

Analysis of the Matousek and the Michel et al. border ice growth relationships

consisted of applying the models to two years for which extensive meteorological data

were available (1984/85 and 1985/86) and for one yeff for which very limited
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meteorological data were available (1991192). The relationships were first applied to the

winters of 1984/85 and 1985/86" For these winters detailed analysis could be performed

because the data required to do so was available. For the winter of I99I192. extensive

meteorological data required to use the empirical heat loss equations were not available.

Therefore, heat loss values for both the Matousek and the Michel et al. relationships were

computed using the Matousek heat loss equations. For the wind and cloud coveÍ

parameters in the Matousek heat loss equations, actual wind and cloud cover data from

other years, as well as constant wind and cloud cover values were used. The results

obtained froml984l85 and 1985186 applications of the relationships were also used to aid

in the application of the relationships to 7997/92" As a result, analysis for 1991,/92

primarily determined how well the relationships can predict border ice growth if detailed

meteorological data are not available, but some knowledge of the characteristics of the

ice growth relationships is available. The following discussion introduces the parameters

used for analyzing the sensitivity of the border ice growth models. The scenarios used

for analysis are given in Tables 6"8 and 6"9, which contain summaries for the Matousek

and Michel et al. ice growth relationships, respectively.

For the Matousek border ice growth relationship, the parameters that were used

for analysis with 1,984185 and 1985/86 data are the water temperature (Ç), the wind

velocity (V*), and the width of open water in the direction of the wind (ts). The

sensitvity of the relationship to velocity disfibution caiculations was also examined. The

water temperature was not recorded, however, observations of slush ice during the winter

indicate that water temperatures of 0 oC and less were occurring during most of the ice
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growth season. As a result, calculations were made using water temperatures of 0 "C and

-0.05 'C. There is some uncertainty with regard to the open width in the direction of

wind because local obstructions may alter the effects of the wind when it blows in certain

directions. As a result, analysis scenarios using actual wind magnitude and direction and

a constant wind magnitude and direction were examined. For the magnitude of the

constant wind, a value of 10 km/hr was used. This value, as previously mentioned,

represented aî average value for the winter season. For the constant wind direction, two

directions were used for each site; the first represented the direction associated with the

smallest width of open water and the second represented the direction associated with the

largest width of open water. To analyze the sensitivity of the relationship to errors in

calculation of the velocity distribution, scenarios were used in which the velocity

dishibutions were assumed to be plus or minus 10 percent of the calculated velocity

distribution.

For the Michel et al. border ice growth relationship, the parameters that were used

for anaþsis for the winters of 1984185 and 1985/86 were the velocity at the edge of ice

(V,) and the concent'ation of fraztl slush (N)" The values used for V, were the average

velocity ryJ, 1.05 times V" (1.05 V") and 1.1 V"" For N, values of 0.1, which was the

minimum value given by Michel et al. for N, and 0.15 were used. Scenarios similar to

those used for the Matousek relationship to analyze the sensitivity to errors in calculation

of velocity distributions were also used. For these scenarios, the value of V, was assumed

to be equal to the calculated average velocity, V". Ice growth calculations were then

performed with the calculated velocity distribution adjusted by plus and minus 10
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percent to reflect the error that would be obtained if initial velocity calculations were 10

percent less (-107o) and 10 percent more (+107o) than actual velocities, respectively. The

analysis and discussion of the results are presented in Chapter 7"

Table 6.8a Summary of analysis scenarios for the Matousek

1984185
Scenarios

border ice growth model.

1985/86
Scenarios

I99r/92
Scenarios

Wind Direction

ActuaI

wsw

10 km/hr
10 km/hr

ENE
wsw

Actua-l

Actual



Tab1e 6.8b Summary of analysis scenarios for the Matousek border ice
growth model.

1984/85
Scenarios

13

14
M

198s/86
Scena¡ios

Sections

M7D,M7

15

Í6

t Wind Speed

0.0

M6B,
M7D,
l\ffi

Actual

Wind Direction

0.0

Table 6.9a Summary of analysis scenarios for
fuIichel et al" border ice growth model.

Actual

Actual

1984ß5
Scenarios

Error
Correction

for Velocity

97

I

-1,0 Vo

+10 7o

Sections

Actual

,,

4
M

198s186
Scenarios

5

â

\t7D,
MI7

N

-I0 7o

+lO 7o

0.10

0.15

6

v"

0.10

,7

1.10 V"

0.15

o(t

1.10 V"

N{68,
NI7D,
MN

1.05 V"

i.05 v"

0.10

0.15

0"10

1.10 V^

0.15

f.iO v
i.05 v"

i.05 v^



Table 6.9b Summary of analysis scenarios for the Michel et
al. border ice growth model"

Table 6.9c Summary of analysis scenarios for the Michel
et al. border ice growth model"

1984ß5
Scenarios

13

14
M

198s/86
Scenarios

n5

L6

98

Sections

}/47D"M7

N

0.i5

M6E,
M7D"
Mfi

V
Error

Correction
for Velocity

Va

0.15

-10 Vo

+L0 7o

V
-10 7o

+LO %



The analysis of the growth of borcler ice has been divided into three main sectiolls:

1) analysis of borcler ice growth data,2) analysis of border ice growth moclels, and 3)

presentation and cliscussion of an alternate border ice growth relationship. All of the

results obtainecl from the application of the Matousek, Michel et al., and MoclifiecÌ

Newbury border ice growth moclels to the three border ice growth sites will not be

plesented in this chapter. The presentatiorl and discussion will concentrate primalily on

borcler ice growth site M7D, with references macle to other sections where requirecl.

However, any general cliscussion of the rnoclels will be based on observations frorn all of

the results, which can be found in Appendix E. All of the figures usecl for analysis in

tlris chapter, except Figures I .1, and 7 .2, are located at the encl of the chapter.

CFXAP?'ÐR. 7

ANIALYSIS AND DNSCIJSSXON

7.Û Ðiscussion of Ðata Collected from the X99Ll92 Borcler [ce (.]rowth

Measurement Program

The ice growth data collectecl frorn the 1991192 borcler ice measurernent prograrn

provide a cornplete set of data for analyzirrg border ice growth. Some of ice growth clata

were presented in Chapter 6, ancl as indicated in Chapter 6, the rernaining clata are locatecl

in Appenclix A. The following sections will cliscuss the growth of the borcler ice covel

and other related phenomena at the borcler ice glowth sectiolls fol the winter of l()()1192.

99
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The border ice growth clata collected for the winter of I()9ll()2 contain several

interesting observations: 1) the formation of a stable border ice cover at the beginning of

the winter occurred at clifferent rates at each section, and as a result, the first ice growth

fireasureûlents were recorded at M7 approximately one month earlier than those at M6B

ancl M7D; 2) the rate of ice growth was the greatest at the beginning of winter ancl

clecreasecl very quickly to a value which then fluctuatecl slightly over the winter; 3) at a

section, different amounts of borcler ice grew from each bank, but the avelage vertical

velocity to which the ice edges grew was sirnilar; 4) the velocity to which the ice cover

grew was silnilar for M7 ancl M7D, but considerably less for M6B; 5) the ice cover at

M6B was lnuch thinner than the ice cover àt MID and M7; 6) significant accurnulations

of dense slush ice were observecl at M7D on one occasion and at M7 on several

occasions, but not at M6B; 7) less dense slush ice was obseruecl at M6B on one occasion

and at M7 ancl M7D on several occasions, however, the clensity was not gteat enough to

allow thickness tneasurelnents; 8) slush ice ancl other ice phenornena wele observed at the

water sudace near the ice edge at all three sections; ancl 9) parts of the border ice cover

broke away at M7D on two separate occasions.

The observation of the border ice growth rate ancl the velocity at the edge of the

ice cover suppofis the description that Santeford (1990) used to clefine the mechanisms

by which a borcler ice cover will grow. Santeforcl's description uses surface velocity to

define ice cover gowth into three main categories: slow regime (surface velocity less than

0.15 rnls (.5 ftls)), transitionalregime (surface velocity between 0.15 m/s ancl 0.5 m/s (1.5

ft/s)), and fast regirne (surface velocity greater than 0.5 m/s). By examining the velocity
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disfiibutions at each sectiotl, it is eviderlt that the ice growth sections have zones that

correspond to all three of Santeforcl's categories.

At the beginning of the winter, border ice growth occurs in slow rnoving water

neär the banks, which is analogous to the chalacteristics of the slow regirne. In the slow

regitne, a thin surface ice cover can forrn very rapiclly. HoweveL, as the ice edge

progresses, it enters zones with higher surface velocities. The higher surface velocities

are capable of shearing off ice crystals forrning at the eclge of the ice cover and slowing

or stopping further progression of the ice cover. When the ice cover grows to this stage,

it enters into the transitional Legirne, in which thickening and corresponcling sÍengthening

of the ice cover are required for further progression. This phenomenon is displayed in

Figures 7.1 ancl J.2, which show borcler ice growth at M7 on November 15, 1991 and

Novernber 26,1997, respectively. Figure 7.1 shows a considerable amount of border ice

growth very early in the winter. It is evident from the measurecl velocities shown in this

figure that the eclge of the bordel ice cover has passed through the slow regirne and has

enterecl into the fiansitional regime. The right bank has almost twice as much lateral ice

growth as the left bank; but the ice cover on the left bank is almost twice as thick as the

ice cover on the right bank. Also, the velocity rneasured near the left ice eclge is greater

than the velocity measured neal the right ice eclge. This has probably occurrecl because

the slow regilne zone is smallel on the left bank. Therefore, the ice eclge on the left bank

enters higher velocities before the ice edge on the right bank. The higher velocities slow

the ice growth rate on the left bank, but do not stop it cornpletely. As a result, the left

ice eclge still plogresses but at a much slower rate. Figule 1.2 does not show a
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consiclerable increase in lateral ice growth frorn FigureJ.l, but the ice cover on the dght

bank has almost doublecl in thickness. This thickening, as inclicated by Santeforcl, is

charactedstic of the ice growth process in the transitional legirne. Both the left ancl light

ice edges have reachecl higher velocity zones ancl the growth rate for both eclges is now

similar.

The rnagnitude of the velocities recorded near the ice eclge as it progressed at each

ice growth site indicates that a large portion of each cross-section has velocities greater

than 0.5 rnls (1.5 ftls). By Santeforcl's clefinition, these portions of the channel will

exhibit ice growth chalacteristics of the fast regirne, which suggests that the formation and

evolution of frazil ice can occur if there are open water areas and if atrnospheric

conditions promote frazil ice formation. Observations of fi'azil slush ice both uncler the

ice cover and on the water surface near the ice edge leveal that frazll ice is incleed being

formed at various times throughout the winter. The prosence of fraztl ice rnay be

influencing ice growth that is occurring by both slow and transitional regirne

characteristics, however, the effects of frazll ice are not obvious from the measulelnent

data. An interesting observation, however, is that significant quantities of frazil ice were

observed at M7D and M7 on clifferent occasions, but not at M6B. Also, the ice edges at

M7D and M7 grew to higher velocities in the cross-section than ice edges at M6B. This

rnay be a result of the presence of ftazll ice, however', it was also obsewecl that the ice

thickness at M6B was considerably less than the ice thickness at M7D and M7. This is

shown clean'ly in Figures 6.3-6.11, presented in the previous chapter'. If velocities at M6B

were higher than velocities at M7D ancl M7, some of the clifference in ice thickness could
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be atfibuted to erosive forces of the velocities, however, as shown in the figures, the

velocities tneasured at M7D and M7 ale similar ancl even higher than at M6B. Therefore,

recluced ice thickness at M6B is more tikely the result of warmer water clischarged fi'orn

Threepoint Lake. This also explains the lack of significant quantities of frazil ice at

M6B.

On two sepalate occasions, portions of the borcler ice cover at M7D broke away

and floated downsffealn. Between January 03,1992 and January 09, 1,992 approxirnately

4.9 rneters (16 feet) of border ice broke away frorn the right bank. A possible

explanation fol this is the weakening of the borcler ice cover by warmel temperatures

occuning at the end of December ancl at the beginning of Januiu'y. The velocities along

the right bank are high and as a result, the ice in a weakened state was detachecl from the

rest of the ice cover. On the other occasion, approxirnately 8.5 rneters (28 feet) broke

away from the left bank sornetime between February 19, 1992, ancl March 06, 1992. This

may have occurrecl from the cornbined effects of wanner temperatures at the end of

February and at the beginning of March, and a decrease in water surface elevation caused

by a clecrease in flow from February 19 to March 06. The warmer temperatures lnay

have weakened the ice cover ancl the reduction in water surface level rnay have causecl

the ice cover to crack ancl as a result, a portion broke away.

7.\.{J R.esults from Application of tsorder trce Growth Models

The results obtainecl frorn applying the borcler ice growth moclel to all three border

ice growth sites fol all scenarios ale locatecl as figures in Appenclix E.
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The results inclicate that the Michel et al. border ice growth rnodel is better than

the Matousek border ice growth rnodel at predicting border ice growth for the study area.

The Michel et al. relationship provides a better estirnate of total borcler ice growth ancl

ice edge position. Even when lirnited meteorological data are available, the Michel et al.

model still providos very goocl results. The Matousek relationship provides better results

than the Moclified Newbury Methocl because it allows fol clifferent rates of borcler ice

Srowth on each bank. Howevet, consiclering the sirnplicity of the pararneters involvecl,

the Modifiecl Newbury Methocl does provide a reasonable approximation of the percentage

of the section covered by ice, even though it cloes not accurately cleterrnine the position

of the ice edge.

The main ch'awback with using the Matousek ol Michel et al. models is that both

inodels require continuous recalculation of the velocity clist¡ibution across the channel as

the flow changes ancl the ice cover grows. As a lesult, both relationships requile

extensive knowledge of the hydraulic conclitions to preclict bordel ice growth.

An aclclitional clrawback for the Michel et al. model is that there is a consiclerable

alnourìt of uncertainty in the value of the slush ice concentration variable. As a result,

initi¿l calibration of the rnoclel rnay be requilecl to obtain an approximation of the

rnagnitude of this value.

7.\.1 Fnesentation and Ðiscussion clf Results for the Matousek Eorden Xce (]rowth

Model

The lesults obtained frorn applying the Matousek border ice growth rnoclel inclicate
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that it 1) tends to preclict border ice growth quite well at the beginning of the wintel, but

underestimates borcler ice growth for the remainder of the year, 2) is sensitive to the

rnagnitude and the direction of the wincl ancl to the velocity distribution in the channel,

3) is sensitive to extreme heat loss events, and 4) is sensitive to er-rors in the calculation

of the velocity clistribution. It is also evident that the Matousek borcler ice growth rnoclel

cloes not predict borcler ice growth with the same rnechanisrns by which borcler ice

actuaily forms in the study area, as is cliscussecl below.

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 display the results for M7D for Scenarios 1 and 2 and

Scenarios 5 and 6, respectively. (See Table 6.8a). These figures show that the Matousek

border ice growth relationship performs well at the beginning of the ice folmation season,

but underestimates borclel ice gr'owth later in the season. The reason for this rnay be the

conclitions for which the Matousek borcler ice growth rnodel was clevelopecl. The clata

that was presented by Matousek (1984) indicate that watet telnperatues berween 0.4 "C

and 2.4 "C ancl velocities between 0.018 m/s and 0.12 mls were obseled at cornplete

freeze up of the watel sutface. These conclitions are analogous to those that Santeford

(1990) defines as the "slow regitne". However, this corresponds to only a srnall portion

along the banks in the study area. Also, later in the winter after the initial bolcler ice

cover has cleveloped, the rato of ice growth in the stucly area can be influencecl by the

presence of fraztl slush. It is unlikely that frazil slush was being produced unclel the ice

formation conditions for which the Matousek border ice growth rnodel was clevelopecl.

As a result, this tnay be one of the reasons that the Matousek border ice growth lnodel

unclerestimates border ice growth in the study area later in the winter.
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Figures 7.5, J.6, J.7, and 7.8 show the effects that magnitude ancl direction of

wind have on the ability of the Matousek model to preclict border ice growth. Figures 7.5

ancl 7.6 display the results of Scenarios 1 and 3 ancl 5 and 7, respectively. Figures 7.7

ancl 7.8 clisplay the results of Scenarios I and 4 and Scenarios 5 ancl 8, respectively. In

these figures, it is eviclent that the Matousek rnoclel is sensitive to both the rnagnitucle ancl

clirection of the wind. By exarnining the Matousek moclel, it is apparent that the

rnagnitude of the wincl affects both the heat loss cornponent and the tenn relatecl to wind

generated surface phenomena, whereas the wincl clirection affects only the tenn relatecl to

wind generatecl surface phenomena. Figures 1.6 and 7.8 show similar ice growth for

actual and constant wind calculations, but Figules 7.5 and7.l show consiclerably different

ice growth for actual and constant wincl calculations. The diffelence that the direction of

wincl rnakes is largely a function of the section. Although the clifference that wincl

direction macle on calculations at M7D was not significant, the difference at other sections

was slightly more obvious. This can be observed in FiguresT.() and7.l0, which show

the results of the application of the Matousek moclel to M6B for scenarios 5 and J and

5 and 8, respectively.

Figures 1.11-7.13 clisplay the results of the application of the Matousek rnoclel to

M7D for the winter of 19()1192, for which only lirnited meteorological clata were

available. These figures show a consiclerable difference in ice growth calculations for the

different scenarios. This indicates that the Matousek moclel is highly depenclent on

accurate meteorological clata to make accurate borcler ice growth predictions.

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the results for M7D for scenarios 13 ancl 14 and
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scenarios 15 ancl 16, respectively. These figures clisplay the effects that enors in the

computation of the velocity distribution woulcl have on resulting ice growth calculations.

The difference in ice growth is a function of the shape of the velocity clistribution ancl not

necessæ'ily the rnagnitucle of the velocity, and as inclicated in the figures can be clifferent

on both banks. The net result of enors in the calculation of the velocity distribution is

a consiclerable variation in the ice growth precliction. This inclicates that if there is

uncertainty in the calculation of the velocity clistribution, care shoulcl be taken to coinpute

the range of ice growth that rnay lesult.

7.1.2 Fresentation and Discussion of Results for the Michel et al. tsorder Xce

(]rowth R,elationship

The results obtainecl frorn applying the Michel et al. bordel ice growth rnodel

reveal that it 1) provides very good borcler ice growth preclictions at all three borcler ice

growth sites, 2) is not very sensitive to the heat loss term, 3) is very sensitive to the

concenfiation of slush ice tenn, and 4) is not very sensitive to errols in the calculation

of the velocity distribution. The Michel et al. rnodel also reprocluces border ice growth

in a sirnilal mode to which it forrns in the study area.

Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show the results for M7D for scenarios 3 ancl 4 ancl

scenarios 7 and 8, respectively. The effect the slush ice concentration has on ice glowth

calculations is clearly illustrated by these figures. A srnall change in the slush ice

concentration results in a significant difference il.r ice growth prediction. At the border

ice growth sites in the stucly area, large concentrations of slush ice were not commonly
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obselvecl. As a result, the small increment of the slush ice value to 0.15 results in very

goocl borcler ice growth preclictions. However', there is still solne uncertainty in the value

of the slush ice concenffation, but as observed in the results, it rnay be possible to

detennine a representative value fol a given section.

The results for scenarios 2 ancl 4 and scenarios 6 ancl 8 for M7D are clisplayed in

Figules 7.18 and 7.19, respectively. These figures inclicate that the velocity at the edge

of the ice cover that Michel et al. usecl in the clevelopment of the rnodel is similar to the

vefiically average velocity at that point. The figures also reveal that the rnodel is not

highly sensitive to the velocity term. This can also be observecl in Figure s I .20 and J .21,

which display the results for M7D for scenarios 13 and 14 and scenarios 15 ancl 16,

respectively. It is also evident in these figures that the variation that results from an errol

in calculation of the velocity distribution is proportional to the rnagnitucle of the velocity

and not the shape of the velocity distribution as with the Matousek rnoclel. This is shown

by the increasing difference between ice growth preclictions from the beginning of the

year to the end of the year.

Figures 1.22-1.24 clisplay the results for M7D for scenarios 9-12. The rnost

significant observation from these figures is that similar ice growth is predictecl for all

scen¿u'ios. This indicates that the Michel et al. model is not highly sensitive to the heat

loss component and that the rnodel provides good results when extensive meteorological

clata are not available.
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7.1.3 Fresentation and Ðiscussion of the R.esults for the Modified Newbury Method

Figures 1 .25 and 7.26 show the results of the application of the Modified Newbury

rnodel for M7D for 1984/85 and 1985/86, respectively. These figures show rhat a

reasonable approxitnation of the total amount of ice cover can be obtained, however, the

accuracy of the deterrnination of the ice eclge depencls on how equal the growth rate is

froln both banks. The figures also indicate that this model tencls to overestimate the

amount of ice cover later in the winter. This is because the growth rate is assumed to be

relatively constant over the winter, when in fact, the rate of growth is a function of the

velocity at the eclge of the ice cover.

7.2 Fresentation and Discussion of a New Border trce Growth R.elationship

The analysis and discussion of the existing borcler ice growth relationships inclicate

that moclels cleveloped by Matousek and Michel et al. provide good results. However,

these rnodels require cletailed hydraulic and meteorologic data, which rnakes the

application of these relationships irnpractical fol rnany situations. The analysis and

discussion also inclicate that the less cornplex ancl less cornputationally intensive Moclified

Newbury rnodel provides a reasonable estirnate of borclel ice growth. The rnain

clrawbacks with the Modified Newbury rnoclel are that it assumes equal borclel ice growth

fi'orn both banks and a constant bordel ice glowth rate throughout the winter. As

observed frorn the ice growth clata, these assumptions ale not very representative of

border ice growth in the study area.

The above analysis inclicates that there is a neeci for a relationship that uses easily
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obtainable infonnation, is not computationally intensive, and provides goocl bordel ice

growth predictions. It would be beneficial to have a relationship that is sirnilar in

cornplexity to the Modified Newbury rnoclel. The ploblern, however, is the identification

of basic pararreters that will rnake this possible.

The results frorn the analysis of both the existing border ice glowth rnodels ancl

the border ice growth data reveal that there are three main components that influence

border ice growth: heat loss, velocity near the ice eclge, and fraztl ice. As indicated in

Section 7.0, the effect that frazil ice has on border ice growth in the study area is not

cornpletely obvious. Measurements and even approximations of the concentration of

frazil ice are not easily obtainecl. As a result, it is not practical to inclucle the

concenüation of frazil ice in a sirnplifiecl rnoclel. However, the ice growth rate throughout

the winter rnay reflect the presence of fraztl ice and rnay inclirectly inclucle influences

frorn frazil ice. Therefore, only the velocity near the edge of the ice cover ancl the heat

loss remain for further analysis.

The observations frorn the border ice growth data indicate that the rate of borcler

ice growth was a maximum noar the beginning of the winter and decreasecl over the

remainder of the winter. The rnodel developed by Michel et al. and the ice growth

discussion by Santeforcl (1990) inclicate that the reduction of the ice growth rate is lalgely

a function of the velocity at the edge of the ice cover. In particular, as the ice cover'

grows outward frorn the bank, the ice eclge progresses into highel velocity zonesj and as

a lesult, the ice growth rate is reduced. This indicates that the rate of border ice growth

is inclirectly lelated to the location of the ice edge in the closs-section. As a result, the
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ice eclge location can be usecl to represent the borcler ice growth rate in a silnilar way that

the velocity at the eclge of ice does. The location of the ice eclge in the cross-section can

be clefinecl in general terms as a fraction of the total surface width.

A pararnetel that may also influence the border ice growth rate is the cross-

sectional flow. An increase or decrease in the flow can affect the rnagnitude of velocities

in the channel and as a result, the border ice growth rate. Including the cross-sectional

average velocity in the analysis rnay help to represent such changes.

An alternative to detailecl heat loss computations is the use of clegree-days of

freezing. Deglee-clays of freezing were usecl in the Modified Newbury rnoclel and

procluced reasonable results. Therefore, degree-days of freezing will be used in the

following analysis.

The three basic palarneters that were identified ale the fraction of surface coverecl

by ice, the average cross-sectional velocity, and the clegree-clays of freezing. Frorn the

results obtained from the previous analysis, the three basic pararneters can be cornbined

to form Equation 7.1, which is essentially an extension of the Modifiecl Newbury rnoclel.

whele

lf= b,, c",

VI,,

D

W = incrernental borcler ice glowth for a given periocl,

C=1-PI

PI = fraction of total surface wiclth coverecl by ice at the beginning of the

periocl,

(7.1)
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V = âverâge cross-sectional velocity at the sectioll at the beginning of the

pedod,

D,l

bn,

Figures 7 .27 -l .32, clisplay the average velocity and ratio of ice growth to clegree-

clays of freezing both banks for each of the sections for the winter of I991lL)2. Although

these figures indicate that there is not a clefinite relationship between the average velocity

and the borcler ice growth rate, the velocity was still included in the initial analysis. Four

combinations of the variables wele usecl to test the significance of each of the variables.

Equations 1.2-1.5 show these combinations. Sirnple linear regression ancl clata for

199U92 were used to cletennine the regression parameters. However, because

observations indicatecl that borcler ice growth was cliffelent on each bank, separate

analysis was conclucted for borcler ice growth on each bank.

= the incremental clegree days of freezing for the period, ancl

b,, ancl bz = parameters from regression.

W=bnDo

, = ,,, r\ ,,,

W = 
b" 

D.
vt,, 

d

b CI,,
W = " D,

Vl" 
tt

Table 7.1 lists the coefficients cleterminecl fi'orn sirnple

(7.2)

(1.3)

(7.4)

linear regression and

(1.s)
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Figures 7.33-1.38 clisplay the initial data ancl results frorn the regression analysis. It is

eviclent from the table and the figures, that for a given section, considerably clifferent

relationships ale obtainecl for each bank. The rnagnitude of the coefficients. obtainecl frorn

regression, as well as, Figures "7 .21 and J .32, indtcate that there is not a good relationship

Table 7.1 Summary of regression parameters.

Section M6B

Equations

w -- b,, D,t

W=lt Ct"D

w = l" D.
vn' ¿

Coefficients for Lelt Bank

, ^b.t) L'
W = u D.

'dt, t'j

bo

0.024

Section M7D

.023

Ecluations

br

0.0076

W=t¡ D

W=b CL'D

0.0031

-0.11

b2

b
W = ' D.

Vb' 't

Coeffìcients for Left B¿urk

b C,,,W=-1 ^ D,t

Coefficients for Right Bzulk

0.89

bo

bo

2.92

0.031

0.037

Section M7

0.04s

0.051

5.57

Equations

b1

bl

0.01-s

40.15

W=b t)

W=It CI"D

0.044

a aAL.LA

2.18

10.89

b2

l)
W = ' D.

Vt" 
tt

b2

Coefficients for Left B¿urk

b c\
W = ' D,

vb'

Coefficients for Right Biurk

aaÀ

0.93

bo

bo

0.,s-s

0.023

-18.55

0.022

0.047

.0225

0.06

-14.6

b1

b1

6.2s E-6

0.014

3.19 E-7

0.087

3.91

4.66

b2

b,

Coefïicients for Right Biurk

,1 aa.L

6.24

bo

0.0305

l.t4

20.8

0.071

-2.19

33.0-5

bi

0.0049

.0.029

3.01

b2

2.15

6.38

3.19
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between the average velocity ancl border ice growth. As a result, equationsT.4 and7.5

wete excluded from further analysis.

To determine how well the remaining relationships preclict border ice growth, they

were filst applied to ice growth data for 1991192 ancl then for ice glowth for 1984/85 ancl

1985/86. Although the relationships were developed for 7c)c)7192 data it was uncertain

how well the relationships would cornpute cumulative borcler ice glowth. When appliecl

to 1997192 data, it was observecl that the relationships uncìerestimatecl borcler ice growth

on both banks at M7D and M7. This probably resulted because more ice growth data was

obtained for periods later in the winter, when, as inclicatecl in a previous discussion, the

late of border ice growth can be much less than at the beginning of the winter. Therefore,

the initial border ice growth was not accurately representecl in the regression analysis.

Figures 1.35 and L36 and Figures l.3l and 7.38 display the results from regression

analysis for M7D and M7, r'espectively. These figures indicate that if more clata had been

obtainecl for the beginning of the winter, it is quite possible that a higher value for b,,

coulcl have been obtained from regression analysis. As a result, initial calibratioll of the

relationships was required. The calibration plocess consistecl of detennining a rnote

representative value for b" ancl clicl not involve b,. Figure 7.39 clisplays the results for

M6B for 7c)91192 clata using the initial relationships (see Table 7.1) and Figures 7.40 and,

7.41 clisplay the results for M7D ancl M7 for I99llt)Z clata aftel calibration, respecrively.

Figures 7.40 and 7.41 show that with more representative values foL b,, the relationships

produce very good results.

Using the relatioliships frorn Figures L39-7.4I, border ice growth was estilnatecl
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at all the three border ice growth sites for 1985186 ancl ar M7D ancl M7 for 1984/85. The

results fi'om the application of the relationships to M7 for the winrers of 1984/85 ancl

1985/86 are shown in Figures 7.42 andT.43,respectively. The results for the remaining

sections are located in Appenclix E. Figures 1.42 and 7.43 reveal that a reasonable

approximation of borcler ice growth is obtained with Equation 1.2 ancl a very goocl

approxilnation of border ice growth is obtained with Equation 7.3. The inclusion of the

location of the ice covet, Equation 7.3, allows a higher borcler ice growth rate to occul

at the beginning of the winter ancl a lesser border ice growth rate to occur as the ice cover

progresses which is analogous to border ice $owth characteristics in general.

Deterrnining a separate relationship for each bank aliows ice growth to occur at clifferent

rates frotn each bank, which as indicatecl previously, is characteristic of the stucly area.

The resulting border ice growth preclictions are silnilar to those obtainecl with the Michel

et al. border ice growth model, although the data requirements are substantially reclucecl.

The application of Equations I .2 and I .3 for years that have consiclerably diffel ent

flow conclitions than 19911')2 rnay result in less acculate preclictions than were observecl

in this study. The flow conclitions for 1984185 and IC)B51B6 were nor significantly

cliffererrt than 79c)7192. This may have contributed to the goocl results that were obtainecl.

Although it was observecl that the average cross-sectional velocity was not a significant

paralneter over the course of the winter, analysis for years with consiclerably different

flows tnay show that the average velocity cloes affect the net growth rate for clifferent

years.
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Figure 7.3 Results for the Matousek moclel aL MID for Scenarios 1 and 2.
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Figure 7.4 Results from Matousek rnocler at MID for scen¿uios 5 ancl 6.
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Figure 7.5 Results from the Matousek moclel for Scenarios 1 and 3.
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Figule 7.6 Results from the Matousek moclel at lúID for Scenarios 5 and 7.
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Figure 7.7 Results from the Matousek moclel at M7D for Scenarios 1 ancl 4.
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Figure 7.8 Results from the Matousek model at M7D for Scenarios 5 and 8.

tv=o.0
W= Act-ral

..----*._ v= 0.0
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Figule 7.9 Results from Matousek moclel at M6B for scenalios 5 ancl 7.
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Figure 7.10 Results for the Matousek model at M6B for Scenarios 5 ancl 8.
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Figure 7.11 Results for the Matousek model at M7D for Scenarios 9 ancl 12.
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Figure 7.12 Results for the Matousek moclel at M7D for Scenarios 10 and 12.
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Figure 7.13 Results for the Matousek model atMlD for Scenalios I I and 12.
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Figure 7.14 Results for the Matousek model at M7D for Scenarios 13 and 14.
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Figure 7.15 Results for the Matousek model for Scenarios 15 ancl 16.
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Figure 7.16 Results for the Michel et al. model at M7D fol scenarios 3 ancl 4.
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Figure 7.17 Results for the Michel et al. modelatMlD for Scenarios 7 ancl 8.
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Figure 7.18 Results frorn the Michel et al. inodel at M7D for Scenarios2 and 4.
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Figure 7.19 Results from the Michel et al. rnoclel at M7D for Scenarios 6 ancl 8.
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Figure 7.20 Results frorn the Michel et al. rnodel at M7D for Scen¿uios 13 ancl 14.
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Frgwe7.2l Results from the Michel et al. rnoclel at M7D fol Scenarios 15 ancl 16.

Border lce Growth M7D
Michel etal. 1991192
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Ftgure 7.22 Results from the Michel et al. moclel at M7D for Scenarios 9 ancl 12.
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Figure 7.23 Results frorn the Michel et al. moclel at MID for Scenarios 10 and 12.
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Figtre7.24 Results from the Michel et al. rnodel at M7D for Scenarios 11 ancl 12.
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Figure7.25 Results fi'om the Modified Newbury moclel atMTD for- 1984/85.
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Figure7.26 Results frorn the Moclifiect Newbury rnoclel ar M7D for 1985/86.
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Figure 7.27 Average cross-sectional velocity and border ice growth rate on the left bank
of M6B for 199U92.
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Figure 1.28 Average cross-sectional velocity and borclel ice growth rate on the right bank
of M6B for 1991192.
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Figure 1.29 Average cross-sectional velocity and borcler ice glowth rate on the left bank
of M7D for 1991192.
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Figure 7.30 Average cross-sectional velocity and border ice growth rate on the right bank
of M7D lor tgc)L192.
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Figure 7.31 Average cross-sectional velocity and boldel ice growth rate on the left bank
of M7 for lc)971()2.
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Figure J.32 Average cross-sectional velocity ancl borcler ice growth rate on the right bank
of M7 for 1991192.
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Figure 7.33 Results from legression analysis for the left bank of M6B.
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Figure 7.34 Results from regression analysis for the right bank of M6B.
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Figule 7.35 Results from regression analysis for the left bank of M7D.
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Figure 7.36 Results froin regression analysis for the right bank of M7D.
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Figure 7.39 Results frorn the new border ice growth rnodel at M6B for 199IlL)2.
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Figure 7.40 Results from new bordel ice growth rnodel at M7D for 19.)ll()2.
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Figure 7.41 Results from new border ice growth moclel atMl for l()()llc)2.
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Figwe 7.42 Results from new borcler ice growth rnoclel at Ml for 1c)84185.
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SUMMARY AND R.ECOMMENDATIONS

8.0 Surnmary of R.esults

This stucly includecl the collection ancl analysis of borcler ice growth data, the

analysis of existing borcler ice relationships, ancl the cleveloprnent of a new borcler ice

growth relationship. Analysis of the bordel ice growth data revealecl that the rate of

borcler ice growth in the study area is influenced prirnarily by the heat loss ancl the

velocity near the eclge of the ice cover'. Ftaztl ice was observed in the stucly alea,

however, the effect that the fuazllice hacl on border ice growth was not obvious frorn the

data. Observations of the borcler ice cover deteriorating duling the winter inclicate the

influence that hyclraulic ancl atrnospheric palameters have on border ice growth ancl borcler

ice cover stability.

The analysis of the existing borcler ice growth rnodels revealed that 1) the Michel

et al. rnodel provicles a very goocl reproduction of border ice growth in the study area;

2) the Matousek model cloes not preclict border ice growth with the same mechanisrns by

which borcler ice actually fonns in the stucly area; ancl 3) the Moctifiecl Newbury rnoclel

provicles a reasonable approxirnation of total border ice growth but cloes not accurately

cletermine the position of the ice eclge. Both the Matousek and Michel et al. moclels

involve a considerable amount of computational effort associated with the calculation of

velocity clistributions. There is a considerable arnount of uncertainty with regard to the

rnagnitucle of the slush ice term in the Michel et al. moclel. However, it was founci that

138
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a repl'esentative value for the slush ice term coulcl be obtained frorn initial caliblation of

the rnodel. The velocity tenn in the Michel et al. model is sirnilar to the vertically

averagecl velocity near the eclge of the ice cover ancl can be estimated frorn the velocity

clistribution at the cross-section. The Michel et al. model is not highly sensitive to the

heat loss palameter ancl goocl borcler ice growth preclictions are obtainecl with lirnited

meteorological clata. The Matousek rnoclel is sensitive to the heat loss parameter, the

wind tenl, and the velocity clistribution at a. cross-section. Therefore, cletailed

tneteorological and hydraulic data are necessary requirements for the Matousek rnoclel.

Analysis of border ice growth using the new border ice growth relationship

levealed that very good border ice growth predictions can be obtainecl using very basic

parameters. This is provicling that the parameters are representative of the mechanisrns

by which bolcler ice forms. The rnain clisadvantage of this approach to borcler ice growth

preclictions is that a different relationship is requirecl for each bank at each section of

interest. It is also possible that this type of approach rnay not provide cornparable results

for a clifferent stutly area. Also, the relationship was developecl for three years having

sirnilar flow conditions. For cases where flow is considerably different, the relationship

may not cornparable results.

8.1

The results have revealecl that care should be taken when using the existing borcler

ice growth lnoclels. Understanding the border ice growth lnechanisms in a region is an

irnportant part of choosing the most appropriate moclel. Although extensive borcler ice

Recommendations
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growth ancl lelated measurements are not always available at every location, general

infonnation on ice fonnation processes can sometimes be applied. For example, the

cliscussion presented by Santeforcl (1990), provicled considerable insight into the processes;

of borclel ice fonnation in this stucly area. The bordel ice growth relationship clevelopecl

in the stucly is an example of how, when the borcler ice growth mechanisms are known,

goocl borcler ice growth predictions can be obtainecl with basic pararneters.

The uncertainty that was observecl with some of the palarneters of the existing

border ice growth rnodels inclicates that further analysis is required. The slush ice term

in the Michel et al. rnoclel is the rnost obvious of these parameters. The rnagnitude of the

slush ice paralxeter ancl its relationship with surface ice phenomena is not clearly clefinecl.

The Michel et al. rnoclel provides very good results in the study area, however, if this

moclel is to be usecl in cornbination with ice growth rnoclels cleveloped for other ice

phenomena, a better unclerstanding of the slush ice tenn is required.

This study has involved an extensive collection of clata relatecl to border ice.

However, this stucly concentrated prirnarily on the growth of border ice and clicl not deal

with factors affecting the clecay and stability of the borcler ice cover. The clecay ancl

stability of the border ice cover can influence other ice phenomena, such as ice bridging

ancl ice cover deterioration, and ale irnportant consiclerations for extension of the work

perfonnecl in the study.

Further clevelopment of the new border ice model is also a possibility fol future

work. One consideration for further cleveloprnent includes relating the paraineters in the

rnoclel to site specific concìitions with the intent of rnaking the rnoclel lrìore ilansfelable
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to other locations. As well, the applicability of the rnodel for flow conditions

considerably different from those usecl in the study can be investigated. Another

consiclelation adclresses the question of the applicability of the rnoclel when extensive clata

for a given year are not available. This consideration involves investigating the

calibration of the rnodel usir.rg limitecl data for many years instead of the extensive clata

from one year.
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Borde r lcg. \deasu r-e-m e,¡t P ro g ram
M6B Jan 03, 1992

Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: '1 ft = 0.3048 m; 1 fvs = 0.3048 m/s

Figure A-1 Cross-section of M6B on January 03, lc)()z.
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Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 ft = 0.3048 m; 1 fys = 0.3048 n/s

Figure A-2 Cross-section of M6B on February \9, 1992.

ø = Measured Average Velocity
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Border lc.e. lVe4sur-e_me.nJ Program
M7D Jan 03, 1992

Distane from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 tl = 0.3048 m; 1 itls = 0.3048 n/s

Figule A-3 Cross-section of M7D on January 03, 1992.

Border lceJr/easurement Prog ram
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D¡stance from Point on Left bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 lt = 0.3048 m; 1 ftls = 0.3048 nys

Figure A-4 Cross-section of M7D on February 19, I9()2.
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Borde r lqq_!l easu rle-m e-rf -P ro g ram
M7D Mar06,1992

Figure A-5

Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 ft = 0.3048 m; 1 fys = 0.3048 m/s

Cross-section of M7D on March 06, 7992.
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Bo rd er I cel[ ea_su 1e-me,r!,Prog ram
M7D Mar20,1992

Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 lt = 0-3048 m; 1 fys = 0.3048 nys

Figure A-6 Closs-section of M7D on March 20, l9()2.
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Border lcq Mqasq¡-em,ent Program
M7 Jan 03, 1 992

Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 Ít = 0.3048 m; 1 fys = 0.3048 m/s

Figure A-7 Cross-section of M7 on January 03, 1992.

Border lce Measurement Prooram
M7 Feb 19,1992
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Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 ft = 0.3048 m; 1 ftls = 0_3048 n/s

Figure A-8 Cross-section of M7 on Februaly 79, 1992.
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Border lcq Measqr-eme¡! Program
M7 Mar 06, 1992

Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 ft = 0.3048 m; 1 fys = 0.3048 nì/s

Figure A-9 Closs-section of M7 on Malch 06, 1992.

Border lce Measurement Prooram
M7 Mar20,1992
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Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 ft=0.3048m; 1 fys=0.3048n/s

Figure A-10 Cross-section of M7 on March 20, 1992.
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Bo rder lc.e.Measufement Program
M7 Maf26,1992

Distance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Conversions: 1 ft = 0.3048 m; 1 fys = 0.3048 rnls

Figure A-11 Cross-section of M7 on March 20, 7()92.
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Winter of 1984185
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aoisu Lake
1'984/85

Figure B-1 Model ancl actual lake elevations for Wapisu Lake for 1984185.
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Waoisu Lake
1984/Bs

Figure B-2 inflow ancl outflow from routing rnoclel fol Wapisu Lake for 1()84185.



Three Point Lake'1984/85

Figure B-3 Model and actual lake elevation for Threepoint Lake for 1()84185.
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Three Point Lake
1 984/85

Figule B-4 lnflow and outflow frorn routing rnoclel for Threepoint Lake for 1984/85.
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Wuskwatim Lake
1 984/85

Figure B-5 Model and actual lake elevation for wuskwatim Lake for rgï4lï5.
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Figure B-6 inflow ancl outflow from routing rnoclel for Wuskwatirn Lake for 1984/85.
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Ooeoano Lake' tg84/Bs

Figure B-7 Model and actual lake elevation for Opegano Lake for 1984185.
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Ooeoano Lake' 1984/Bs

Figure B-8 Inflow and outflow from routing rnodel for Opegano Lake fol 1984/85.
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Birchtree Lake
1984/85

Figure B-9 Model and actual lake elevations fol Birchtree Lake for 1984185.
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Figure B-10 Inflow and outflow fiomrouting model for Birchtree Lake for 1984/85.



Manasan Falls
1 984/85

Figure B-11 Moclel ancl actual elevations for Manasan Falls lor 1984185.

Manasan Falls
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Figule B-12 Flow frorn routing rnoclel at Manasan Falls for lgï4lï5.
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Waoisu Lake'1985i86

Figure B-13 Model ancl actual lake elevations for Wapisu Lake for' 1985/86.
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Waoisu Lake
1985i86

Figule B-14 lnflow and outflow fiorn routing rnoclel fol Wapisu Lake for 1985186.
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Wuslaryatim Lake
1 985/86

Figure B-15 Moclel ancl actual lake elevations for Wuskwatirn L¿Lke for' 1985/86.
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Wuskwatim Lake
1 985/86

Figure B-16 Inflow ancl oulflow from routing model for Wuskwatirn Lake foi 1985/86.



Figure B-17 Model and actual lake elevations for Opegano Lake for 1985/86.
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Figure B-18 Inflow and outflow from routing model for Opegano Lake for 1985/86.



Birchtree Lake'1985i86

Figure B-19 Model and actual lake elevations for Birchnee Lake for 1985/86.

Birchtree Lake
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29-Jan 28-

Figure B-20 Inflow and outflow from routing model for Birchtree Lake for 1985/86.



Figure B-21 Model and actual elevations for Manasan Falls for 1985/86.
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Figure B-22 Nlodel and actual lake elevations for Wapisu Lake for I99I192.
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Figure B-23 Inflow and outflow from routing model for'W'apisu lake for I99U92.



Three Point Lake'1991/92

Figure B-24 Model and actual lake elevations for Threepoint Lake for I99I192.
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Figure B-25 Inflow and outflow from routing model for Threepoint l-ake for 1997192.
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Wuskwatim Lake
1991/92

Figure B-26 Model and actual lake elevations for'Wuskwatim Lake for 199I/92.
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Figure ts-27 InfLow and ouflow from routing model for Wuskwatim Lake for 1991192.
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Figure B-28 Model and actual lake elevations for Opegano Lake for 1991192.
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Figure B-29 Inflow and outflow from routing model for Opegano Lake lor 1991/92.
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Figure B-30 À¿Iodel and actual lake elevations for Birchtree Lake for 199I/92"
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Figure B-31 inflow and outflow from routing model for Birchtree Lake for 7997192.
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Manasan Falls
1991/92

Figure B-32 Model and actual elevations for Manasan Falls for I99I192.
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Figure B-33 Flow from routing model at Manasan Falls for 1991192.
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Velocitv Distribution
M7D 1984/85

Figure C-1 Velocity clistribution across the channel at M7D for the winter of 1984/85.

Velocitv Distribution
M7D 1984/85
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Figure C-2 Velocity distribution acloss the channel at M7D fol rhe winrer of 1984/85.
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Velocitv Distribution
1984i85 M7

Figure C-3 Velocity clistribition across the channel at Ml for the winrer of I9B4IB5.
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elocitv Distribution
1984/85 M7

Figure C-4 Velocity clistribution across the channel at M7 for the winter of I()B4IB5.
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Velocitv Distribution
M6B 1985/86

Figure C-5 Velocity distibution across the channel at M6B for the winter of 1985/g6.

Velocitv Distribution
M6B 1985/86
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Figure C-6 Velocity distribution across the channel at M6B for the winter of l9g5/g6.
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Velocitv Distribution
M7D 1985/86

Figure C-7 Velocity distribution across the channel at M7D for the winrer of i985/86.

Velocitv Distribution
M7D 1985/86
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Figure C-8 Velocity distribution across the channelatl/rTD for the winrer of 1985/g6.
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Velocitv Distribution
1985/86 M7

Figure C-9 Velocity distribution across the channel atll4;T for the winter of 1985/86.

Velocitv Disiribution
1985/86 M7

1- Nov 1-7
2- Dec 13-19I Dæ 27 - Jart2
4- Jan 10-16
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Figure C-10 Velocity disribution across the channeIaT.Ml for the winter of 1985/86.
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Velocitu Distribution
M6B 1991192

Figure C-l1 Velocity disnibution across the channel at M6B for the winter of I99L192.

Velocitv Distribution
f\468 1991192
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D'lstance from Point on Left Bank (ft)

Figure C-12 Velocity distribution across the channel at M6B for the u/inter of 1,991192.
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Velocitv Distribution
M7D 1991/92

Figure C-13 Velocity distribution across the channel at M7D for the winter of 1997/92.
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Averaqe Dailv Temperature
Winter 1984/85 Thompsbn, Ma¡itoba

Figure D-l Average daily temperature at Thompson, Manitoba for the winter of 1L)84185.
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Averaqe Dailv Temperature
Winter 1991\92 Thompsòn, Manitoba

Figure D-2 Average claily temperature at Thompson, Manitoba for the winter of ß9llc)2.
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Malousec Heat Loss
1991r92 Approx with Data from Olher Yrs

Figure D-3 A cornparison of heat loss colnputed with the Matousek heat loss equations
for l99ll92 using 1984185 ancl 1985/86 data.

Matousec Heat Loss
1991/92 Approx with Data from Other Yrs
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Figure D-4 A comparisoll of heat loss computed with the Matousek heat loss equations
lor l()()1192 using clara frorn IC)84185 ancl 1989/90.
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Matousec Heat Loss'1991Æ2 Approx with Data from Other Yrs

Figure D-5 A cornparison of heat loss colnputecl with
for 1991192 using data from 1985/86 ancl
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the Matousek heat loss equations
198()/90.
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Border lce Growth M6B
Matousek 1985/86

Figule E-l Results fol the Matousek at M6B for Scenarios 15 ancl 16.

Border lce Growth M6B
Mat¡usek 1991Æ2
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Figure E-2 Results for the Matousek moclel at M6B for Scenalios 9 ancl 12.
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Border lce Growth M6B
Matousek 1991/92

Figure E-3

- 
w= 1985/86

..--* W= 10 km,frr N

Results for the Matousek model at M6B for Scenarios 10 ffid 72.

Border lce Growth M6B
Matcusek 1991r92
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Figure E-4 Results for the Matousek moclol at M6B fol Scenalios 11 ancl 12.
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Border lce Growth M7
Matousek 1984/85

Figure E-5 Results for the Matousek moclel at M7 for' scenarios 1 and 2.

Border lce Growth M7
Matousek 1984/e5

- 
Matousek, tv= 0.0

*-.**.- Matousek, tv= -0.05
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Figure E-6 Results for the Matousek model at Ml for Scen¿u'ios 1 and 3.
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Border lce Growth M7
Matousek 1384/85

Figure E-7 Results for the Matousek moclel at M7 for scenarios 1 ancl 4.
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Border lce Growth M7
Matousek 1984/85

Figure E-8 Results for the Matousek rnoclel at"Ml for Sceanarios 13 and, 14.
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Border lce Growth M7
Matousek 1985/86

Figule E-9 Results for the Matousek moclel at M7 for Scenalios 5 and 6.

Border lce Growth M7
Matr¡usek 1985Æ6
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Figure E-10 Results for the Matousek rnodel atMT for Scenarios 5 ancl 7.



Border lce Growth M7
Matosek 1985/86

Figure E-11 Results for the Matousek model atld7 for Scenarios 5 and 8.

Border lce Growth M7
N/latousek 1985/86
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Figure E-12 Results for the Matousek model atM7 for Scenarios 15 and 16.
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Border lce Growth M7
Mabusek 1991192

Figure E-13 Results for the Matousek model at}i47 for Scenarios 9 and 12.

Border lce Growth M7
Matousek 1991192
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Figure E-14 Results for the Matousek model at};4T for Scenarios 10 and 72.



Border lce Growth M7
Mat¡usek I991192

Figure E-15 Results for the Matousek model atl;47 for Scenarios 11 and 12.

- 
W= 1989/90

- 

W= 10 kmihrN
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Border lce Growth M6B
Michel et al. 1985/86

Figure E-16 R.esults for the Michel et al. model at M6B for Scenarios 7 and 8.

Border lce Growth M6B
Michel et al. '1985/86
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N= 0.1, Vs= 1.05 Va
..-...-.. N= 0.15, V= 1.05 Va
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F'igure E-17 Results for the Michel et al. model at M6B for Scenarios 6 and 8.

sRight Bank

@ Lett Bank
Border lce Growth Model
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Border lce Growth M6B
Michel et al. 1985/86

Figure E-18 Results for the Michel et al. model at M6B for 15 and 16.

Border lce Growth M6B
Michel etal. 1991i92
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Figure E-19 Results for the Michel et al. model at M6B for Scenarios 9 and 12.

- 
w:1984/85

........... W= 10 km/hr N



Border lce Growth M6B
Michel etal. 1991/92

Figure E-20 Results for the Michel et al. model at M6B for Scenarios 10 aîd 12.

Border lce Growth M6B
Mid¡el etal. 1991192

- 
w= 1985186

.'- W= 10 km/hrN
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Figure E-21 Results for Michel et aI. at M6B for Scenarios 11 and 72.

- 
w= 1989/90

,.........., W= 10 km/hr N
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Border lce Growth M7
Michel et al. 1984/85

Figure E-22 Results for the Michel et al. at moclol M7 for Scenarios 3 and 4.

Border lce Growth M7
Michel eta| 1984/85
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Figure E-23 Results for the Michel et al. model at Ml for scenari os 2 and 4.
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Border lce Growth M7
Michel et al. 1984/85

Figure E-24 Results for the Michel et al. rnodelatli4l for Scenarios 13 and 14.

Border lce Growth M7
Michel et al. 1984/85
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Figure E-25 Results for the Michel et al. moclel at M7 for Scenarios 7 and 8.
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Border lce Growth M7
Michel et al. 1985/86

Figure E-26 Results for the Michel et al. moclelatMT for Scenarios 6 ancl 8.

s Right Bank

@ Lelt Bank
Border lce Growth Model

- 

N=0.15,Vs=.1.1 Va
.......'' N= 0.15, Vs= 1.05 Va
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Border lce Growth M7
Michel et al. 1985/86

Figure E-27 Results for the Michel et al. model at M7 fol Scenarios 15 ancl 16.
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Border lce Growth M7
Michel etal. 19€1l92

Figure E-28 Results for the Michel et al. moclelatMl for Scenarios 9 ancl 12.

Border lce Growth M7
Michel et al. 1æ1192

w= 1984/85
W= 10 kmArN
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Figule E-29 Results for the Michel et al. rnoclelatMl for Scenarios 10 ànd 12.
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Border lce Growth M7
Michel et al. 1æ1192

Figure E-30 Results for the Michel et al. rnodel atMT for Scenarios 11 ancl 12.
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Border lce Growth M6B
Modified Newbury 1985/86

Figure E-31 Results for rhe Moclifiecl Newbury moclel ar M6B fol l985/86.
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Border lce Growth M7
Modified Newbury 1984/85

Figure E-32 Results for the Moclifiect Newbury rnoclel àT.M7 for 1984/85.
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Border lce Growth M7
Modified Newbury 1985/86

Figure E-33 Results for the Modifed Newbury Moclel atMl for 1985/86.
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New Border lce Growth Model
M6B 1985i86

Figure E-34 Results for the new border ice growth rnodel at M6B for 1985/86.

New Border lce Growth Model
M7D 1984/85
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Figure E-35 Results for the new borcler ice growth rnoclel at M7D for
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Figure E-36 Results for the new borcler ice growth rnoclel atMTD for 1985/86.
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Weiohts Írom Routino Modei
Ttlreepoint Lake 1 984/85
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Figure F-l 'Weights from hydrologic routing model for Threepoint Lake for 1984/85.

Weiohts from Floutino Model
Wûskwatim Lake 1984/85
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29-Jan 2g

Figure F-2 V/eights from hydrologic routing model for V/uskwatim Lake for 1984185.
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Weiohtsfrom Roulino Model
Õpegano Lake 1984/85

Figure F-3 V/eights from the hydrologic routing model for Opegano Lake for 1984/85.
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Figure F-4 V/eights from the hydrologic routing model for Birchtree Lake for 1984185.



Weiohts from Routinq Modei
Ttlreepoint Lake 1 955/86

Figure F-5 V/eights from the hydrologic routing model for Threepoint Lake for 1985/86.

Weiqhts from Ror¡tino Model
VWslo¡vatim Lake 1 985/86
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Figure F-6 Weights from the hydrologic routing model for V/uskwatim Lake for 1985/86.
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Weiohts from Routino Model
Opegano Lake 1985186

Figure F-7 Weights from the hydrologic routing model for Opegano Lake for 1985/86.

Weiohts from Ror¡tino Model
Éirchtree Lake 1985186
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Figure F-8 'Weights from the hydrologic routing model for Birchtree Lake for L985186.
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